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Young Wild West -Holdl,nt A Herd
OR, ARIETIA'S FIERY RACE
By AN OLD ~COUT
. CHAPTER.I.-At Short Creek, Texas.

It was on the second day of January, a few
years ago, when Young Wild West and th~ :(riends
who traveled with him in search of excitement
and adventure arrived iit the sleepy little town
near the Rid Grande that was called Short Creek.
The dashi11g yo11ng dead'shot had hoped to reach
Buckhorn Ranch the day before the New Year
btarted, but delays hWf happened on the way from
the mountains of New Mexico, and they were just
two days 'behind. Short Creek was but ten miles
from the ranch that was owned by Wild-a ranch
that had become quite famous in more ways than
one since he became the possessor. At the time
of which we are writing, the part -of Texas it
- was situated in was something of a lawless state,
and it was counted as being a part of the "Wild
West."
As they were well acquainted with nearly every
inhabitant of Short Creek, it '?)as not strange that
,>ur friends should go a lit.tie out of their way,
in order to stop there before going to Buckhorn.
They had failed to be on time to celebrate the
New Year with Hoss Thompson and his wife,
Stella, so a little more delay would not matter.
Hoss Thompson was the trusted manager of the
ranch, tnd Wild thought it likely that he might
be over to the village. He was right in· thinking
this way, for as the party rode in and came to a
halt before the post-office, who should come out
with three or four excited ones but Hoss I The
manager of Buckhorn Banch let out a yell of joy1
and, leaping from the stoop of the store, hel<1
out both hands as he ran toward the dashing
young deadshot, who smilingly waited for him
upon the back of Spitfire, the famed sorrel stallion.
"Well, Hoss, I am glad to see you," tn.e _boy
.said, in his cool and easy way, "How are things
at the ranch?"
"Putty good, Wild. But say, ain't you lookin'
fine?" · and Hoss Thompson almost pulled the
ytiung deadshot from the back of his horse.
Be quickly turned from him to Arietta Murdock, the golden-haired sweetheart of the young
deadshot, and after ~eeting h~r. in true Texas
fashion he turned his attention . to Cheyenne
Charlie: the scout, and from him to Charlie's
we, Anna. Jim Dart and Eloise Gardner came
next, and after he had as red them that be

could not express himself as to how glad he felt
upon seeing them there, Hoss ran to the two
Chinamen, who had halted a short distance from
the rest with two loaded packhorses behind them,
as well as a rather small mule.
"Hello, Hop! Hello, Wing!" the delighted manager of the ranch cried, and then he ran between them and putting out both hands shook
. with the pair at the same time.
Hop Wah and Wing Wah were brothers, looking vlry much alike, though it must be said that
they were entirely different as far as disposition
and manners went. Hop was a olever sleight-ofhand performer and very fond of practical joking,
while Wing was just a plain Chinese cook, honest
and willing to work 'when there was any to do
for him, and when there was not, he liked to
sleep. Having finished with the Chinamen,
Thompson ran back to Young Wild West, who had
now dismounted and was in the act of assisting
his sweetheart to do likewise, as-the excited ranch
boss ran up. Hoss· was a typical Texan, and possessed more than the average amount of good
nature, as well as being skillful in attending to
his business. He did not stop until he had made
the complete rounds again,. and· then for the first
time he took notice of the mule.
"What in thunderation is this, Hop?" he asked,
his eyes opening wide, for he saw the clever
Chinee grinning broadly.
"Lat my mule, Misler Hoss," was the bland
retort. "She allee samee namee Jennie. Velly
smartee mule, so be."
"The mule is smart, eh? Well, if it takes after
you, I reckon you must be right in sayin' that.
Is the beast yours, Hop?"
"Yes·; me pay allee samee bundled dollee for
um mule. Me no sellee for five thousand." ·
"Ha, ha, ha I" •
This caused the honest ranch boss to laugh in
hearty fashion.
"As if a mule was worth five thousand dollars, Wild," he said, turning to the young deadshot, who had walked up to the spot.
"Rather a high/rice, I should say," the young
deadshot answere , smilingly. "But it isn't always the worth of a thing. It's the value that the
owner places upon it. No doubt Hop means exactly what he says. He wouldn't take five tnou.sand dollars for that mule."
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"But how on earth kin he value sich a measly
little beast as that is for so much money?"
"It ·an depends upon what he tl}inks of Jennie,
you know."
"Jennie, eh? Why in the dickem, didn't he call
her Jinn·ie, an' have done with it?"
"He didn't have the privilege of naming her.
He bought her from a circus clown. She's a trick
mule, Hoss."
"A trick mule! Oh, I'm beginnin' to unclerstand. A trick Chinee with a trick mule. Well,
that';; all right. I reckon we had bettP1· look out
a\·ound Buckhorn Ranch while you folks a r f' ~t a yin' there. It's bad enough to ,hav::? a trick Chinaman, but when it comes to havin' a ti·ick mule,
I s'po~e there will be somethin' funny ha p penin'
·
·
·
all the time."
'Hew um gleaser g·i' t ac 'long, Mh,ler Hoss ?"
Hop · asked, a s he slipped from . the back of the
piebald cayuse he had been riding.
"You mean Mik:c, I s'p:-ise? "
"Lat light. How Mikee gittec 'long?"
"Oh, he's jest the same old thing, only• maybe
he's a little laziel' than he used to be. Sometimes I feel mad en~ugh to fire him,· but he always comes around in hi:=, beggin', innocent way,
an' I forgive him. I s'pose you're mighty anxiou s to see him. He was paid off the day afore
yi sterday. You see, it bein' the end of the year,
I didn't wait till the first of the month, but paid
. ever ybody on New Year's Eve. I was sa~n' to..
Stella," and he turned to \Vild and Arietta, "how
nice it would be to ha ve you all down at the .
ranch fot· the holidays. But when Christma~ came
an' passed we give it up, though Stella did allow·
that you might stl'ike there afore New Year's
day ·wa·s over." ·
"So you and Stella were thinkinS?: that way,
eh?" Arietta a sked, a s she looked at him and
smiled.
-''·We sartinly was, Arietta."
"\Vell, you came near havin l? your wi sh, then,
for we did intend, to get to Buckhorn the day
before New Year's. A few thing~ hap pened on
the ,vay that· delayed us. We t'ame to a bridge
a h-qndred and· fifty ·miles back from the mountains and found that it was just ready to drop, so
we couldn't" cross it and had to go out of our way
a whole day. Then :Anna's horse got lame and
we had to wait until he could get fixed up. The
hot'8e is a little lame yet, but v..-li managed to
get here all right."
"Better late than never," and Hoss hitched up
hh, trousers and, stepping back, executed a few .
steps of-·an old 0 fashioned jig.
By this time quite a crowd had gathered about
the post-office. Several had. called out to Young
Wild West and his friend s, but seeing that Hoss
Thompson was holding their attention, the'y wait- ·
cd until he got through. WMn he started, in at
dancing they seemed to think that he wai:, done,
so then there was a rush, and for the next five minutes the dashing young deadshot and his companions were busy shaking hands with the oldfriends they had not seen in two 01· three months.
While this was going on, Hop Wah. slipped a way, ·
taking his trick mule with him. · Almost direct1y
across the rather wide street that ran through the
little town at Short Creek was a saloon which was
kept by _a fellow called Mexican Joe.
Joe was not a · Mexican, but the name had been
i,:iven i-o him for some reason or other, and he

was one of the sort who did not care ·what he •·
was _called so long ,1_s he could do busi))ess and
eai;n a living. . Joe s place was not much of a
saloon, a s far a s the general run of saloons go.
I~ was a mer~ shanty struct~re of pretty good
size and contained but three rooms, one of which
was the bar-room. Hop was no stranger there,
and when he entered the bar-room leading the
mule after him, he found- the place devoid of
anyone. But thi s was not strange, since Mexican
Joe had gone over to join the crowd and have
the opportunity of shaking hands with our hero
and his partners and girls. Hop had reached the
place without him seeing h im, though there were
a coupl e of dirty-looking Mexicans who noticed
him ~s he went in. It,wa~ not C\lstomary to see
a Chmaman lead a mule mto a saloon, and evidently the two grea;;ers thought it worth while
to follow and find out what it meant.
"Whoa, Jennie!" Hop callccl out, a s he p8used
before the bar, "Whattee you dlinkee? Maybe
you takee pail of water, so be. -Me wantee lillee
,
dlop of tanglefoot."
Then he pounded hard upon the bar to attract
the. attention of the pr<?p1ietor, or whoever might
be m charge. At this Juncture, one of the Mexicans, who was already in the room, exclaimed:
·
"What da matter, Chinee?"
"You talkee to me, Misler Gleaser?" Hop asked
'
turtiing and looking at him innocently.
"You take da mule outsi<te,'! the other spoke
up, half angrily.
"Maybe you wantee takee um mule outside,"
the Chinaman said, not the lea ~t frightened by
the fellow's manner.
"Me make you go out, too," came tlie quick reply.
"No," Hop retorted. "Me allee samee goodee
Chinee. Me no lettee bad gleaser puttee outtee.
Jennie allee samee velly smartec mule. You
.
.
lookee outtee or she kickee you."
. At this junctur.e' the proprietor of the place
came in, followed by half a dozen cowboys and a ·
few more Mexicans, who had heard of the China,
man entering the place with the ·mule.
"So you're here, eh, Hop?" Mexican Joe asked,
in his cheery way. "Brought the mule, too, did
you? Well, that's all right. What does the
critte1· drink? I see you have got her at the
bar."
"Jennie allee samee wantee pailee water. Me
wantee lillee dlop of tanglefoot."
"You kin bet your life I'll fill your order, an'
I'li do it afore I wait on anybody el:=.e, too."
Then Joe, who was rather stout, but quite active in spite _of the fact, picked up a pail and
ha.,tened outside to get some water at the pump
which was almost at the door. The mule couldhave stopped at the pump, for there was a big
trough there, but · that was not the way Hop
wanted it. His de1;ire was that Jennie should ·
drink with him at the bar, and the proprietor of
the shanty saloon was quite willing to let it go
that way. But the two greasers who had: interfered with the clever Cltinee, and probably half a
dozen others in the place, ·did not appear to approve of the arrangement. The greasers began '
talkirtg angrily ,about it, and others joined in, declaring that both the mule and the Chinaman ,
should be put out of the building. But it hap- ·
pened that none of them had ever seen Young
Wild Wests Clever C}linee before, so they might
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be cxcu.:;cd. One of the greaser s st epp'ed · over wash. his fa ce i n t he trough, and he will be all
and, touching the Chinaman on the arm, said : . right 'in a few minutes."
"
"T-ake da'. mule outside verry much a-quick."
The fellow made, some sort of growling reply,
"Whattee mattee?" -Hop a sked, and then he and then . a ssisting his companion to his feet,
stepped sharply to the right, at -the same time promptly went out with him.
.
giving a slight pull upon the halter.
"Now then, Joe," the young deadshot said,. in
As if Jennie understood exactly what was re- his cool and easy' way, "just give the boys some
quired of her, she wheeled suddenly and let drive refreshments. I will have a little ginger-pop."
with her hind feet, catching the greas er squareCheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart came in just
ly in the stomach and &ending him r eeling across then, and both wanted to know what had happened to the Mexican who was being -washed outthe room.
"Hip hi!" the Chinaman shouted, at the top of side. Hop Wah undertook to explain, but before
he could do so Mexican Joe yelled it out loudly,
his voice.
"Hey, what's gain' on here ?" the proprietor giving a brief statement of what had occurred.
called out, a s he ran in with the pail of water.
"An' the best part of it all, C11arlie," he said
"That little mule has jest killed a greaser," a to t he scout, "is that Greaser Pete acted as if he
wanted
to lick Wild."
cowboy said. "I didn't think it was in the crit"He oughter tried it," the scout retorted, shrugter."
.
The fri end of the man who had been kicked ging his shoulders and smiling grimly. "I 1·eckon
across the room ran over to aid him, of course, he might have got worse than what the mule give
and when he found that he was unable to get up, the other feller."
he grew very angry, and promptly pulled a gun.
"Never mind. Charlie," Wild said, smilingly.
"Stop that!" roared Joe, excitedly. "I want you "The easiest way is the best. I told him to take
to understand that this is Hop Wah, Young Wild his pard outside and wash him off, and he did so."
Hop and Jennie were now the centre of an ad\Vest's Clever Chinee, an' anybody what makes a
miring crowd, for there did not appear to be a
✓move to take a shot at him is goin' to die."
That tuined the tide in favor of the Chinaman man there who felt like forcing them to leave
instantly, for those who had never s~en or heard the pll!,ce. Those who did not know Young Wild
of him before quickly sided in with the proprie- West ·and his friends seemed to be acquainted with
tor, and half a dozE\n or more revolvers were them all of a sudden, for it had been whispered
quickly tur ned upon 1he angry Mexican. It was around by those who did as to who. they were
quite a tableau, and before anyone moved Young and what they had done and could do. For the
next few minutes Mexican Joe was busy in putWild West appeared in the doorway.
ting out the ·drinks, and when everybody had been
'"Hello!" he called out, showing considerable served,
Wild West stepped up and paid
surpri e. "What does this mean? A row started the bill, Young
refu...,.jng to take the two or three dollars
already?"
that was coming to him. · The transac"Lat light, i\'Iisler Wild," Hop Wah answered, change
had barely been closed when the two greasblandly. "Um bad gleaser wantee puttee me and tion
ers came in again. It was evident by their looks
Jennie outtee. Jennie no likee, and she kickee that
they were full of fight, too, for they pushed
him velly muchee quickee. Len um gleaser's Bend the men
roughly aside and swaggered up to the
allee samee wantee shootee me."
'
bar, especially the one who was called Greaser
"Ah! That's how it is, eh ?"•
"That's jest how it is, \Vild," Joe spoke up. Pete.
".Give me some whisky, Joe," he called out,
"There.'s t wo good-for-nothin' greasers what•~ striking
bar with his clenched fist. "Me got
been hangin' around here for two or three days, no moneythe
now, but me pa.y tomorrow."
·
thinkin' they· kin have things all their own w-ay.
been sayin' that for two or three days,
They sorter obj ected to Hop bein' in here with an'"Ybu've
you have run up a bill what amounts to over
the mule. One of 'em g ot the stuffin' kicke·d oµt sbc dollars
now. I ·reckon I won't let you have no
of him, an' I r eckon it serves him jest about right. ·more without
the ~oney," the proprietor answered
The other come near gittin' riddled with b~llets, somewhat spiritedly.
•too, but he was wise enough to put his gun
"You no trust me?"
away."
,
"No.
The man who had threatened to shoot the 1noney." You can't have no more without the
Chinaman stood near his companiotf,' who was
"Joe, you give me sonte whisky or me shoot up
now just able to sit up, and was gasping to get da place.
verry bad man when me get mad.
his breath. ·He shot an angry glance at Young You want Me
to shoot me little while ago. Maybe
Willi West, for he seemed to regard h im as an I want to shoot
you now."
enemy right at the start.
As he said this he quickly rnised ' his right
"What's the matter with you, greaser ?" the hand above the level of the bar and showed he
young deadshot said, accepting the glance a s a
had a revolver in it.
challenge. 'Thought you would make a little dis"Some whisky or me shoot up da place," he
turbance here, eh? Your face is a new one to repeated.
me, but I don't mind telling you that it looks as
This was altogether too much for Cheyenne
if you were no good. Now then, you had better Charlie. With remarkable quickness he leaped
help your friends there and behave yourself . If for~vard and knocked the gun from the greaser's
you don't, something will happen to you."
hand. Then he gripped him, and with a power"You ta,lk verra much for a kid," the greaser ful effort raised him almost to the ceiling.
"Look out, there!" he called out, as he started
answered, angrily.
• "Oh, you ' think I do, eh? Well, .let it go at for the door. "I'm goin' to show you how Wild .
that, then. I don't want any trouble with you. chucks out s ich ffilers as these sometimes."
T_he crowd scatte1·ed right and left, and then
lust help your friend. Take him outside and

."
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the 5cout made a rush and threw the man out- rustlers got · too bold. This had caus ed the loss
side a s if he had been nothing more than a bag of _a number of cattle, but each time that Young
of oats. He went out after him, too, and, g'U:p Wild W-est .came there he took . occasion to try
· hand, stood over the fellow as he got upon his and find out something a·bout the rustlers and
hands and knees.
whenever he did this he invariably ran 'therli
·
_"Now then, Greaser Pete," ·Charlie_ said, his • down.
eyes flashing dangerously, "1 reckon you went a
"Well, Hoss," he said, a s he· rode along at the
little too far, an' I chucked you out. I was je5t side of the ranch boss, "any rustlers been at work
showin' you how Young Wild West does it. I've since we were here last?"
sorter learned how to do the trick from watchi:p'
"Not a one, Wild. I can't say that we've lost
him, an' I reckon I done it putty well with you. a single steer a s far as havin' it stolen from u s
You jest talk about shootin.' up anything ag 1in an' is concerned."
1
'That 's good. I am very glad to hear it. The
I'll r,ut a few holes through yer that the doctor
chahces are we'll have a very quiet time during
won t be able to mend."
•
our stay, then."
"Easy, Charlie."
The scout turned and found Young Wild West
"That's what you always expect to have when
standing right behind him.
you come down t~is way. . But it generally hap"Easy, eh? You don't think I could stand any- pens that somethm' turns up to keep you goin'
putty well. I hope it don't this time, Wild, 'cause.
thing like that, do y.er,.,Wild?"
"That's all right. It's well enough to stop you must need a rest, an' there ain't no better
him from shootirtg up the place. But let it go at place on earth than Texas at this time · of the
that. I did think that perhaps everything would year."
pass off nicely during the few .minutes we stopped
"There isn't a much better place at any time
at Short Creek, I am very sorry thi s happened. of the year, as far as that goes, ~o.,s. But of
But come on. " re had better move on, for Hoss ?Ourse it's altogether too tame for us to· be hang~
~s anxious to get us to the ranch, as he 5ays mg around the ranch the year round. There's
Stella will fair!?' jump out of her shoes when she a lot I've ·gof to do yet before I die, and the only
· way to do it is to travel around and look for the
sees us coming. '
The scout bad turned his attention from the opportunity. I_haven't been up in the Black Hills.
man he liad thrown outside, but Jim Dart was on · for ,months now, but the.last time I was there
the watch, and evidently Greaser Pete had enough thfngs were very dull, and there was no chance
of it for the time being, for he skulked away and to draw any inte1·est on the money we have in- sat down under a tree, where he was joined by _vested there. But in Colorado and Arizona the
his friend a minute or two later. Young Wild interest piles up so fast that we haven't been
W e.:t and his partners now left the saloon and, able to spend it."
"Well, I sorter think you have made a putty
joining the girls, who were "I_Vaiting for them in
front of the store, all ha:tlds mounted and set out good profit on the business done down here in the
for Buckhorn Rancl)., Hoss Tliompson leading the last year. I had one of my rnen who went to
way, shouting and waving his hat. __
school a whole lot when he was young helpin'
me look over the books the other night. ,I reckon
I've got a putty good account of every cent what'sbeen spent and everything I've -took in. You'll fine!
that you're ahead a few thom,and dollars."
CHAPTER II.-The Arrival at Buckhorn.
"That sounds all right, Hoss. The first couple
The rousing cheer that went up as Young Wild of years I didn't make a dollar, but I was well
West and his friends set out for Buckhorn Ranch satisfied, for ·1 considered Buckhorn Ranch more
seemed a little out of place in the sleepy little like a place to come to and rest than anythjng
town. Certainly the people there were very much else. It's due to your thrift that thing·s are (ln a
awake now, and they showed their appreciation of good-paying basis, and I mean to - raise your
•
·
the young deadshot who had made himself so wages."
"Don't do that, Wild," and the man looked at
famous through his ~oolness and daring and strict
adherence to the right. _T hey all · turned and him in astonishment. "I sartinly am makin' ·out
waved their hats, and then with their horses at well enough. I don't ask for nothin' more. There's
a canter they continued along the trail which Stella, too. She's saved up a few hundred since
ran close to a wooded district for two or three we've been here, an' she's all the time talkin'
miles, and then turned toward the river. There about buyin' a new silk dress. She ain't never
was nothing in the way of a building between done it yet, an' blamed if I think she ever will.
Short Creek and Buckhorn Ranch. But beyond 'cause every time she about makes up her mind
the ranch and further on down ·there were other to take a trip up to El Paso she changes it ag:in, .
ranches-, while to the north a few were scattered an' says there ain't no use in wastin' mqpey on
aoout. Short Creek was a sort of centre, for it silks an' satins an' sich things like that."
"Stella is pretty sensible in a way,"- Wild anwas to Uils pla~e that the main part of the s1;1_p plies were obtamed . . -There was _a good grazmg swered, smilinily. "I suppose she's figuring on
district for probably a hundred square miles in having something for the children.''
"Yes, that's what she says. As long a s .she
this section, and, naturally, fat cattle were raised
there. Young Wild West really owned the ranch, gits what she wants to eat an' what she thinks
but not being o_f age, Cheyenne Charlie acted i!-S is good enough to wear, she's satisfied. She don't
guardian for him. Hoss Thompson had been m have to work so very hard, . 'cause we've got two
charge ever since the boy came in possession, and putty good women servants down there now. One
he had proved to be honest and faithful, though 1s an old nigger woman, an' the other is the
there had been times when he vras not quite ca- widow of a greaser what got drowned in a flood
p:.: blc of mana ging affairs, especially wh en the last spring."

'·
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"Yes, I remember them. But the colored wo"What so;t of a fellow is that ·watkins?" Wild
man is a new one."
asked, lookmg at him curiously.
"Yes, she ain't been there more than six weeks.
"A mighty good feller to work, though some
But Stella ' says she's a good lot the best of the of the boys don't seem to like him very much."
two."
"Do you think he needs watching?"
. "What became of Mike',, wife ?"
"Well, I did think so at ·first. You see, I hired
"Oh, s he died. That's why we came to git the 'him afore the ~·oundin' up was done, 'cause I had
nigger woman. You k,now she wasn't with us the to have an extra man. But as far as I kin see he':;
'last time you was down here. She was ,,ver in _about a .;_ honest as any of 'em. He's mighty
Mexico livin' with some .o f her folks, hopin' to handy with a gun, they say, an' I've seen him
·git better. But the sickness she had was of the shoot at bottles an' tin cans a little myself. But
&ort that hangs on for years an' firraily puts an he can't hold a candle to ytiu, Wild. He's heard
end to you."
the boys talkin' about ·you an' many times he's
"I see. Well, you know what's best to be done said he· would like to have1 you come down here
in the way of hired , serva_n t_i; and cowboys; too. an' give him a few limsons. Of course, he means
How many; men haye_ you got working for you ·by .that that he thinks you couldn't show him
now?"
anything what he can't do himself."
"Eighteen, Wild. It jest about takes that many . "I see," and the young deadshot smiled. ' "All
to keep things in shape. You see, we keep git- _right. I'll show Watkins what I ca)l do with a
tin' a few more cattle every year to look after." gun before we go away. I'll try and make him
"That's all right. The more cattle you have to open his eyes."
·
look after the more men are re~uired. How are
The conversation was -cut short. then, for H ss
9
·the men, a pretty good set of beys ?"
. Thompson's wife had seen them coming.•and she
"Oh, yes, putty fair, though there's here an' _wa~ running from the house waving her apron
there one what's a little cranky. It's hard to excitedly. Behind her. came a little girl about
keep men steady. They'll work a couple of months four years of age, while a smallei: child stood in
an' then quit you · an' go to work for somebody the doorway crying lustily for· its mother.
else. But there's about half a dozen of the old
"There's Stella an'· the kids!" Hoss said, S'omeones, an' they'll be mighty glad to see you, you what proudly. "They've seen us comin'. My! But
bet."
,
·
that gal of mine sartinly kin- run, can't she? I
The conversation kept on in this way until at told you she would be _ready to jump out or her
length they reached a bend in the trail and saw shoes. Most likely by the time you meet her
the ranch house nestling among the 5emi-tropical she'll have lost 'em, 'cause she's got a way of
'trees that fringed the Rio Grande. It was about never keeping' 'em tied."
the middle of the afternoon when Young Wild
The girls now put their horses at· a gallop and
West and his friends stopped at Short Creek, so rode OJI in advance of the rest, meeting Stella
the ride to the ranch took them but little more about fifty yards from the house. Then there
than an houJ, and with the rays of the declining was a lot of embracing and kissing, as it always
sun falling upon the scene, it certainly was · a happens when females meet. When the rest rode
pretty one, t9 say the least, The well-kept barns up, Hoss pointed to his wife's feet and exclaimed:
and other outbuildings showed up to the best of · "There! I tolrryer so. She's in her stockin'
advantage, and off to the left a big herd of cat- ·feet now. I'll bet both her shoes -lays on the
tie could bE!" seen peacefully grazing.
~ ground between here an' the house." .
Beyond the house and buildings 'lay the big
"What's that you're sayin', Hoss Thompson?"
corral, where the cattle were driven in each time Stella asked, indignantly. "Makin' fun of me
a round-up was made. But the rounding up part 'cft'US!l I lost mx shoes,._ Well, I don't care if I
of it was done now until spring, so the cowboys did lose 'em. When I seen 'em all comin' I jest
employed _at Buckhorn had a rather easy ~ime run as fast as I . could. I didn't take time to lace
of it. Of course, they were kept busy at times 'em up an' tie the strings."
looking for strays, especially as there were .
"I knowed it, Stella. , You never take time to
ranges that adjoined this one, and , sometimes do that unless you're told aforehand that comthe cattle )VOUld get over on grounds that did pany's comin'."
not belong~ Buckhorn. The cattle of the others
Stella. darted an icy look at him, and then procame over ·on their range, too, and occasionally ceeded .to hug Wild and his partners. When she
there would be a disagreement, as now and then had don__e tbis she turned ,to the two Chinamen,
a maverick turned up. But such disputes usually who stood by their horses, both grinning broadly.
ened in the cowboys who first discovered the
"Well, you foolishalookin' heathens!" she exanimal without a brand taking possession of it.
~!aimed. "Sh_ake hands, Hop. Shake,-Wing."
"You had some trouble with a couple of ·greasBoth shook hands with _lier, and then the eyes
ers in Joe's place, didn't you?" Hoss said, as they of the ranch boss' wifl) "fell upon the innocentwere riding up to the house,
looking mule.
"Yes," Wild answered. "A fellow called Greas"Who does this , thing belong to, Wild?" she
er Pete was very anxious · to make trouble, it '. called ·out.
·
·
seemed."
"Hop," was ·the reply.
"I thought that feller was no good. He's been
"Oh, I :lniglit have · thought so. I reckon I'd
• ov.er here a couple of times. I'.ve got a man here better keep clear of it, then. If it's anything
what's a half-breed greaser, an' he seems to be a like he is, it ain't safe to Mther with it. But
friend of Greaser Pete's. His name is Watkins, what a simple-lookin' critter it is. Jest look at
. his father bein' an American an' his mother ·a them ears, will you?"
.
.
.
: Mexican woman. I heard some of the boys ·say.in'
"She namee J:ennie, _so be," liop piped, smil. that Greaser Pete was a cousin of his, or half · ingly. "Velly nicee mule. Velly smarte~ mule.
cousin, or somethin' like· that."
· She tlick mule, Missee Stella." ·
':,;111
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' "A sick mule! w -hy, the blamed - long-eared
thing don't look sick."
•
' . ·
"•Me -no say sickee mule, Missee Stella. Me say
tlick mule."
"Oh, a trick mule, eh? All right. I ain't goin'
to , let it trick me. I'll steer clear ·of it s hind
legs, an' you kin bet on it."
Then she turned again to the girls and insisted
on hugging them some more. All hands had dismounted, so they walked to the house leading
their -h orses, while Hop and Wing brought up the
1·ear with the packing-horses and the mule. After
the horses had been put away and our . friends
were talking with Hoss Thompson near the horse
shed a cowboy was seen riding toward the barn
at a canter.
"There he comes, Wild!" Hoss Thompson spoke
up. "That's the feller what's aome kind of. relation to Greaser Pete, the man you had the trouble with at Short Creek. You kin mighty soon
size him u,p when he gits here, an' tell about what
kind ·of a feller he is."
"I'll do that quickly enough, Hoss," the young
deadshot replied, and then he wa.ited for the cowboy to ·reach the . spot. ._

that the cowboy · deigned to take a look at the·
young deadshot and his partners.
"Visitors, eh, Hoss ?" he said, shrugging his
shoulders. .
' ·
.
•iMaybe they are, but they've got the right to
stay here all .the time if they want to. W atkil)s,
this is Young Wild West , the owner of Buckhorn
Rancli.; an' them two is his partners, Cheyenne
Charlie an' J im Dart."
"Ohl" and Watkins gave a start and then looked at the three sharper than eve1·.
"-So you were accused of trying to get away
with a steer, eh?" Wild said, in his coo and easy
way, a s the vestige of a smile showed upon his
handsome face.
·
"Oh, Ldon't know a s I was accused of it, Young
Wild West. But some of 'em seemed to think
that I was tryin' to do it. I reckon I've worked ·
here long enough for everybody to know that I' m
jest as honest as anybody livin'. Another thing,
what would I want to do with a st eer, anyhow?'t
"You might sell it for a few dolla rs if you needed the money."
·
"What's that?"
.
The cowboy gave a violent start and looked at
th'e young deadshot keenly.
. '
•
"I was only saying what might be the· case. I
don't mean that I think it was that way."
"No one ain't -told me I was a thief jest yet, an'
CHAPTERllI --, Watkins Is Under Suspicion.
I don'.t want 'em to, either. I wouldn't take' that
from nobody Iivin'."
.
_"Go a -little easy, Watkins," advised Hoss, for
-As Young Wild West watched the approaching
cowboy he saw that he was a skillful 1·ider, and he no doubt feared that Young Wild West might •
·
· that he a ctually rode with more than the usual act summarily with· the fellow. .
But s-qch was not our hero's intentions. He
g1·ace displayed by the average worker on a cattle i-ange. Strnight to those who were waiting was now firmly convinced that the man really.had
he came, and reining in his horse quickly, he been trying to steal the steer, but he 'w anted to
swung himself lightly from the saddle, arid with- ·,let him go a little further and, permJt him to .hang
.
_
.
out paying any attention to Wild · and h_is part- himself, so to s_pealc.
"I reckon it's all right, Hoss. We'll have to
ners, looked sharply •at Thompson, and· said:
. "Therl:'s a little trouble out on the range, Hoss. look out for those two fellows who were driving
the stee1· l),Way when this fellow saw them. The
I thought I'd come· hi' to tell you about it." .
"Trouble I Wbat do you m~lin?" the ranch boss boys .certainly made a · mistake, for -iie wou'ldn't
steal a steer in broad day)ight.''
·
asked, showing no little surprise. . , · _ · · .
·.
. Watkins looked greatly relieved.
"Somebody tried to git away with a fat steer
. "I thought I'd ·ride in and tell ·you about it," he
that belongs to us.'' ·
•
remarll:ed, ·_after. a 'pause, ·nodding to th:e ranch
' "Rustlers?"
"I s'pose ·so. The1·e was two of 'em. I hap- 'boss. "Most likely when the boys conie in they'll
pened
see 'em. drivin' the -steer tow~rd · the have something' to say about it, so now you know
·
woods, an' when I started after 'em they lit oftt jest how it was....
in a hurry. Then· some of th~ boys came up, an'
Then he took his.horse by the l>riil.le and started
they acted as if they thought I :was ·tryin' to drive fo:i: the small corral where the horses were kept.
the steer away. J;{ut I explamed it to '.em all Wild turned toward the house, and "1is partners
r ight, though we had quite Some words !ilbout it.'' and Hoss Thompson followed him .
"Would you know the two men ag'in' if you
"What do you think of that feller, Wild?" Hoss
was to see 'em?"
·
' . .
'
asked.
.
.
"I certainly would. I think they belong over to
"I think he's a _·cattle thief," was the quick
.
the Big Star Ranch. :· They've been hi r in' some re~
"You do, eh?" ,
.
new men over there, so I've' heard." ·
"Yes. · If there were two men driving a steer
· "It's mighty funny that any of the' boys would
think that yo11 was drivin' away the steer. W)iat away from the herd, you can be_t they were his
· friends. We'll just wait till some of the boys
would you be doin' that for? '. '"That's what I'd like to kI,1ow. .But. it hap- come in, and then I'll question them. But in the
pened that they _came on me jest, as I was tryin' . meantime don't say a ·wo1'd that would make this
to git the steer turned a r ound so I could drive man think he's under suspicion. Ifwe have a cathim back to .the r!lnge. T hey. allowed that I was tle thief employed here, we want to ge~ full p·:r;oof
of it before· we do anything. Then you can bet all
gittin 1 away with him." ·· . __
. .:
While the fellow was talkmg Wild. was s1zmg you're worth that he'.11 get what's coming to him."
him up. His conclusion wal:i that Watkins was a ' Neither of them said anything about Watlµns
· clever ras_cal, !'-n4 there w;is nqt_ihe least doubt when they reached the house. The girls · were
in the boy's mmd that he was lymg. It was not having such a merry time with Stella that they
until H.oss had questioned him a little further · · thought it advisable not to excite them about any-
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'thing, for usua lly every time they got there. something would ,happen to create kouble and excitement. Wild and his partners had a good wash
and changed their clothing, and then they sat
upon the porch and watched the sun · as it neared
the line of the western horizon. The Rio Grande
flowed sluggishly within a few yards of them,
and the almost bare hills on the -other side did not
make what might be called beautiful scenery. Yet
there was something about it that might have
proved attractive to the average person. They sat
there talking over matters and taking it easy until the bell rang for supper. Then for the first
time they realized that they were rather• .qµngry,
so they joined the girls and went into the big
dining-room. It must have been that Hop and
Wing were 1·ather hungry, too, for they were already.-seated in the kitchen, waiting to be served
by the cook. It was a rousing good meal that
Stella had prepared for them. She al·ways .did
things that way, and it 1s needless to say that her
efforts were appreciated. "All ate heartily, and
af~er supper they went upon the porcJ:i to .enjoy
the sunset and the cool of the evenmg. Hoss
went over to the bunk-house, where several of the
cowboys had congregated by this time, and it was
not· long before he came back with one of them
who had been employed for · two or three years at
the ranch. · Richards was his ·name, and. of i:ourse
he knew .Y oung Wild West apd his friends v~ry
well.
' "Well Richards," the young deadshot said, as
the cow~y hurried upon the po1·ch and put ou~
his hand, "how are you feeling these days '!"·
"Fine," was the reply. "I'm mighty glad to
see you, too. How are you, Charlie? How are
you, Jim?"
_ When all three had shaken hands, Richard$ took
a seat without waiting for the invitation.
·
"Wild," Thompson ·said, nodding to the boy,
"Richards knows · something . aoout what we was
talkin' about afore supper."
-. "All right. We'll walk down to the edge of the
:,water and hear what he has to say, then."
:
. The girls were at the other end of ·the porch
just then, for Stella had called them to sho,v them
s.ome new · plant she had come in possession of;
Not wiphing to disturb the gi:tls or make _them
think that there was anything wrong, Wild and
liis partners left the porch and walked down to
the bank, sitting on the ~round within a few feet
of the water.
• "Now then, Richa1·ds," Wild said, nodding his
head approv\pgly, "what about Watkins?"
"He's crooked, Wild," :was the quick reply. "I've
been thinkin' that way for two or three weeks;
but I know it now."
, "Ah, is that so?"
_
· "Yes, I'm. sartin of it. He was caught tryin'
to .git . away with a steer. The two men he said
was . doin' the stealin' belonged to the Big Star
Ranch, but I happen to know that there ain't no
greasers workin there, an' these two was greas~
ers. I had a putty good look at 'em as they rode
into the woods. One of 'em was Greaser Pete,
who's hangin' around Short Creek a whole lot." .
. "What do you think of that, Wild?" Cheyenne
Charlie exclaimed.- "Them two greasers must
have hurried a little- to git over in time to steal
a steer."
· "Oh, they didn't have to ride quite a11 far as
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we did, and if the:ic left right after u~ they could
easily do it," was the 1·ep1y. ' But go on, Richards. Tell us what happened."
"Well, there ain't a lot to tell. When Watkins
seen me an' three more of the boys ridin' over
toward him he turned the steer the other way, an'
then he came back an' told us how he had caught
the two men tryin' to git away with it. We allowed that we hadn't seen. on two men, an' , then
after questionin' him an' learnin' that they was
Americans, an' that he was sure that was some
of the new gang what was workin' at the Big
Star, I ups an' tells · him that it looked V'}ighty
suspicious, an' that it might be that was helpin' to git away with the steer. He got putty marl
about it, an' made a move as if he was goin' to
pull his gun. But I got the drop on him, an'
then after we had argued a while he apologized
an' we let it go at that. But, ·wild, .jest as sure
as anything Watkins was helpin' them two greasers to git away with one · of our best steers."
"All right, Richards. Now let me tell you
something."
.
"Go ahead an' tell me. I'm goin' to do jest as
you say."
· .
·
·
"All right, then. Don't say anything more
about this, and tell the boys who were with you at
the time to make it appear as if they think Watkins told the truth. We'll just watch him a day
or two, and probably we'll be -able to trap him."
. "That's what I was thinkin' · would be a good
way to. do it. All right. I'll go over an' see the
three what· was with me, an' tell 'em about it.
You kin bet tl)ey'll do as I say, too. -But say,
there's goifl' to be some fun in the·• bunk-house.
Hop Wah jest came in as Hi>ss came after me."
"That's right, Wild," Thompson spoke up. 'The
heath~n ,.,_-ent in, his face wreat_h ed in smiles, an'
you km bet your life when he's lookin' that .way
there's goin' to be somethin' funny to ·happen
afore very long.".
' "l'.m a little an~ious to git back 'there, ·too,"
Richards 'said, shrugging his shoulders. ."The
la:st time I played poker with · Hop he got about
fiv~ dollars the best of me, an' I sorter think I
milfht be able to git; it back.".
.
'Don't think anything like that," Jim Dart
declared, ea-rnestly. "You ought to know by this
time that ,.ijop can't be beaten at that game. He's
a cheat through and through, and he · can win all
· the money you could get hold of."
. "That's all right . . 'But I've been . practicin' a
li~tl~, stunt myself, an', maybe I . kin &0rter fool
him. .
,
_
_
"Do a s .you like about it, but .I'm only ad;vising
y~u _to.Iet · him, alone, as far l:\l! gai;nb!ing ·,".ith
him 1s concerned."
.
.
.'
. "You. couldn't make Richards stop · p ayin' poker," H;oss Thompson declared, with a laugh.
: "The J&!>t time I ~layed with ·you it was all
ri~ht, wasn't it, H;oss ." the cowboy asked, with a
grm.
"Yes, you sorter won fourteen dollars from
me. But you ainit goin' to do it ag'jn, 'cause I've
quit the game."
·
; "Le1;'s all walk over · to the bunk-house an' see
what's ,goin' . on," . suggested Richards, who was
plainly eager to get aw'a y;
.
. Wild looked around and saw that tlie girls
were making out all right, and evidently had no
use for -them just then, so he nodded assent and
they all walked leisurely to the bunk-house. At
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they neared it they h'!.urd a burst of laughte1·, a nd
they .all 1 knew then that Hop had started up his
little performance. The bunk-house at Buckhorn
Ranch was a rather commodious place. Ther..
were sleeping accommodations there for twe,.ty
men, but it was seldom indeed that half that
many were in at one time. Adjoining the bunkhouse was what was called the mess-h,ouse, and
as our friends entered they saw two of the cowboys canying in a couple of horses and some
'boards, presumably. for the pu'rpose of arranging
a table.
"Gittin' ready to play cards," Richa rds remarked, his eyes brightert'ing. "I jest want to git a
chancE:._at the heathen tonight. I'll show him. that
I ain't goin' to be as easy as I was the last time."
Hop Wah was standing in about the centre of
the long room, a tiny Japanese parasol over his
head and a big black cigar in his mouth. He
certainly made a comical figure, and the cowboys,
numbering seven, certainly showed their appreciation. Hop was saying all sorts of foolish things
that would not have caused Cheyenne Charlie to
smile; yet those 'present fairly roared with laughter.
"Shet up, heathen!" the scout exclaimed, as
Hop whh-led around on his heel and then quickly
made it appear that he had swallowed the parasol, handle and all.
"Whattee mattee, Misler Charlie?" came the innocent query. "You allee samee gottee lillee
pain?"
·
.
"You'll have a pain putty §OOn if you git too
fresh to me."
"Richards;" Wild whispered to the cowboy who
had imparted the information to them, "just call
the three men aside and tell them what we were
talki-n g about."
.
The cowboy gave a nod, and he was not long m
doing as he was r equested. Then he stepped up
and, touching the Chinaman on the arm, said :
"Hop, how about a little game of draw poker?"
"Misler Wild no lettee me play," and he turped
and looked questioning at the young deadshot.
"If you. do play you can bet your life that you
have got to return all the money you win;" the
young deadshot answered quickly.
"S'pose he don't win any, what then?" Richards
asked.
"Oh, you mustn't think that you stand a ghost
of a show with Hop in a game of draw poker.
But since you are so anxious to do it, why, go
ahead."
Watkins. sat in a corner of the bu:rtk-house
. smoking.Ji cigarette and looking in with nothing
more than ordinary interest. He alone had not
laughed at the Chinaman's antics, but nothing
was thought of this, since he was known to be a
rather sober character, anyhow.
'
"How about it, Watkins?" Richards asked.
"Want to have a little game?"
"I don't mind. I've heard a lot of talk about
his heathen. But if there's goin' to be any cheatin' done, I'd rather keep out of it. I don't like a
cheat. I came near killin' a man for cheating in a
poker game once."
"You needn't bother about doing anything like
that now. If you think you're likely to you had
better not play," Wild said coolly.
"Oh, don't think that I'd shoot your . Chinee,
•

•

Youi Wild West," was the quick reply. "But if
I find he's cheatin', I'll dr op out of the game."
Wild did not like the idea of allowing the
Chinaipan .to gamble with the cowboys, but Richards was so anxious to do it that he decided to
permit them to play a while. He knew quite well
that Hop would get the best of them, :for he was
a sleight-of-hand performer and could handle the
cards about as he pleased, and cheat right before
the eyes of those he was playing with. A bench
and some stbols were drawn up to the table, and
even though some of them had suffered at the
hands of the clever Chinee before, all were eager
to get bi\o the game. Five of them sat down, declaring that as soon as they went broke they
would give the others a chance, and then Hop
Wah, with a smile that was "child-like and bland,"
produced a brand-new pack of cards, and said:
"Now, Jen, we havee nicee lillee gamee dla,v
pokee."
CHAPTER IV.-Watkins Sneaks Off.
There was an evil smile on the face of Watkins
as he watched the Chinaman handle the pack of
cards. Evidently the man really had a high opinion of himself as far as playing poker was concerned.
"Heathen," he said, as he flashed a ·quick glance
at Young Wild West, who sat watching the table,
"I'm goin' to keep an eye on you, an' if I ketch
you cheatin' I'm goin' to tell you about it. I ain't
goin' to shoot you, even if I've done sich things at
other times."
"Me ketchee you cheatee me allee samee shootee
velly muchee quickee," Hop retorted, and then as
if he wanted to lay emphasis to what he said, he
drew from under his coat a big six-shooter of the
old-fhshioned type.
This firearm was. always in his posession. .
though it was seldom indeed that it was loaded
with bullets. Hop, usually had the cylinders
loaded with ordinary gunpowder ' and colored fire,
so that when a shot was. fired a startling effect '
would ensue, especially if it happened to be when
it was dark. The cowboys who knew him laughed
heartily, -but those who did not took it for
granted that he really meant to shoot if any
cheating was discovered.
Then the game started. It had not pr.oceeded
far before ~op succeeded in getting the card_s in
the position he wanted them and stole the four ,
aces from the pack right in front of the players
without them seeing it. It was a large pot that
was on the table and ~ne after another the other
player dropped out. But Watkins held four kings
and Hop drew hiSi four aces from his sl~eve and
by his clever sleight -of hand work got his four
aces in his hand. Then Watkins raised it and
Hop followed suit.
"Heathen, I think you have got a pretty good
hand," Watkins said with a smile. "But I'll make
you call me if I set here all -night."
"Me no callee you," was the reply. "Me stay
here all night, too, so be. Me velly smartee
Chinee."
·
"S'pose we r aise the ante to about five dollars?"
"AlleeJ ight," Hop answered, quickly.
"Hold on a minute," Young Wild West spoke
up. "It was understood that this was to be a
game with a quarter limit. Now stick to it."
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"All right, Young Wild West," the cowboy retorted. "Jest as you say. But I'll go · outside '
. the game an' bet fifty dollars that my hand will
beat the •cards the Chinaman has got."
"It is very seldom I make a wager, so don't
talk to me," the young deadshot retorted.
"I reckon I'll take that bet," Cheyenne Charlie
remarked. "I ain't seen what the heathen has got
or I ain't seen your hand, but -I'll take chances on
it."
•
Hop did not so much as even look at the scout,
for he knew if he did Watkins would take it for
granted that he was tipping him off*as to whethel"
he should bet or not. The half-breed was game,
as the saying goes, for he produced the fifty dollars after quite a search through all his pockets.
Charlie quickly covered it, and Hoss Thompson
held the stakes.
"You callee Irie?" Hop asked.
"No. But I s'pose I'll have to putty soon,
'cause I ain't got more than thre,.e or· four quarters."
"Allee light, len, me callee you. . Whattee you ·
gottee?"
•
"Four•kings, heathen. A putty good hand. You
give me three of '.em cold, an' I was lucky enough
to draw the other one."
"You gottee velly goodee hand, .so be, bu\ me
allee samee gottee four lillee ,aces. Lat bes,tee
four kings evely timee."
·
,
He laid the cards he had been holding in his
hand upon the table, and then smilingly pulled
the pile of money toward him.
•
"Watkins, what did I tell you ·before you started to play cards with the Chinaman?" Wild asked
in his cool and easy way.
"Thunder!" the victim exclaimed, and then •he
slowly .arose to his feet, and stepping back from
the table, folded his arms across his chest. "Boys/
he added, "I reckon I wasn't as smal't as I thougnt
I was. I should have knowed a whole lot better
than to bet fifty dollars on my hand when the
Chinaman dealt the cards. Of course, I know he
must have stolen the four aces."
"Me no stealee," Hop declared.
"Oh, I didn't see you steal any cards," the man
corrected, quickly. "I'm· only thinkin' that you
must have stole 'em."
·
"Allee light. Me no care. Maybe you thlinkee
me stealee um four kings and givee you." •
"Maybe you did, heathen. But I'm dead broke
now, so the game is ended, as far as · I'in .concerned. Somebody else kin take my place.''
"Hoss, let me have that money you're holding,"
Wild said, turning to the ranch boss.
"Right yer are, Wild,'' and it was quickly turned over to him.
The boy counted out fifty of it, and, handing
it to the man who had lost it, said:
' "Now then, Watkins, put that in your pocke\.
I'm going to give you some more advice. Don't
play draw pgker with that Chinaman."
"All right. I reckon I'll take your advice,
Young Wild West. But I don't know as I'm entitled to git my mdney back. Cheyenne Charlie
won it fair an' square, an' after I was fool enough
to bet him I oughter ·b e man enough to lose."
"Never mind about that," the scout spoke up:
· "I don't want your money. I was bettin' on a
sure thing, though I didn't see either of your
bands. I only know what the Chinaman kin do."
''Well, if you're satisfied to let me take my
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money back, I'll do it, an' I'm much obliged to
you for it."
.
·
. "Don't mtntion it," Charlie answered, laughmgly.
He accepted the fifty Wild tendered him, and
when he had put it in ·his pocket he reached out
and caught the Chinaman by the queue, which
happened to be a little loose upon his head at
the time.
"Now, then, heathen, you have got to quit
P!ayin' draw po~er," he said, and then, he pulled
him oyer, ups.ettmg the stool and causing him to
fall sprawling upon the flooi:.
.
"Hip hi! Wh.attee ' mattee ?" Hop called out
angrily. "Misler Charlie, you allee samee el ican fool. You wantee hurtee poor Chinee."
Hop quickly got upon • his feet. He was very
angry for the moment, and he acted as if he wa!I
going to pounce upon the scout with the intention
of thrashing him. But Charlie never moved an
inch. He stood .there laughing tantalizingly. Hop
thought better of it, and quickly recovering himself, shook his head sadly mi~ said:
"Me velly solly, Misler Charlie. Some timee me
allee samee die; Jen you wishee you nevee pullee
poor Chinee by um pigee-tail."
"All right, Hop. Maybe I will. But I reckon
you ain't goin' to die very soon. You're too lucky
for that.. Jest wind up that blamed old pigtail an'
put it under your hat. It ain't no place for it
to be hangin' loose over the back of your neck."
While the• talking and laughing was going. on
from the funny incident that had occurred, Watkins slipped out of the bunkhouse. Wild was one
of the first to notice his absence, and he quickly •
stepped to the door and was- just in time to · see
the man who was under suspicion riding away
from the cattle range. The stars \ were shining
brightly, and he stood there watchmg him until
he had covered quite a distance. Then the young
deadshot went inside and, beckoning to his partners, left the building.
"What's the matter, Wild?" the scout a sked,
for he knew -r ight away that 59mething had happened to draw the attention of the young deadshot.
·
"Watkins just rode away. I think. ii would be :1
good ideA for someone to. follow him."
"I'll do it, Wild," Charlie answered eagerly.
"All right. You'll have to hurry a bilt, or he'll
get a big lead on you."
Cheyenne Charlie did not hear the last of what
Wild said. He bounded away to get his horse,
and in less than five minutes he was, riding swiftly away in the direction Watkins had taken.
"What's the matter, Wild?" Hoss Thompson
asked, as he came out of the bunk-house and saw
the young deadshot standing there with Jim.
"Where's Charlie gone?"
'.!.H e'll be back in a little while," was the evasive
rejoinder.
•
"Oh, come on in. Hop'.& goin' to show some of
his magic. There's some of the boys here what
ain't ·never seen much in that line."
, Wild and Jim went back into the bunk-house
with Hoss, and found Hop behind the table, apparently in the best of humor.
"Where's Watkins?" Richards asked suddenly,
as he looked around and showed surprise. "I
reckon he never seen what Hop kin do in the way
of magic."
"Watkins went away somewhere," Wild ,_,,,~

•
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swered. "Charlie has gone, too. They'll both be on its w;ay to the Rio Grande. · Watkins did .not,
back in due time, I suppose. Let Hop. g·o ahead." undertake to. cross the creek, though he easily
-· Richards gave a nod as if he unilerstood it might have done so without forcing his ho,rse to go
pretty well, and then turnin·g to the clever China- any deeper than to its knees. He chose a path·
mim, he nodded. his head and said:
that .continued on parallel · with the stream, and
"Go ahead, Hop."
·
then went on at a walk for perhaps a quarter of
1
"Allee light,' _was the reply. "Now evelybody a mile. Then he halted in a little clearing among.
watchee. Me yelly solly Watkins, havee go. Me the trees and dismounted. Watkins had been aslikee him velly muchee."
sociated with Greaser Pete and the other Mex-·
"You o'ughter like him putty well, 'cause you ican, whose name was Tony, in "more-than one vio- ·
have got all the loose change he had," one of the lation of the law. ..
cowboys who had been playing in the game of
But it happened that it was, the first time he-.
cards answered, with a chuckle.
had lent his aid to steal a steer from Buc).chorn
"Evelybody watchee," Hop repeated.
. Ranch. The fact was. he had not had a chance to
Everybody did watch, even though his trick~ talk with the two men at all, but when he saw .
were mostly old to Wild and Jim.
them driving the steer away, he rode along after
For the next hour Hop entertained them with them. Of course it had been planned beforehand.
various feats of magic. But Wild and Jim did not Watkins met · the two the day before at Short
remain there to see them at all. They went back Creek, and it had been arranged that they were
to the house and informed the. girls that Charlie to come over that afternoon and watch the chance
had taken a ride out with one of tae cowboys and to get away with the big chunk of beef, as h ·
would be back in a short time.
called Jt. Probably if he had met them before it
was attempted and had learned of the arrival of
Young Wild West, he might have refused to go
ahead. But he had JU>t, and now he knew he wasCHAPTER V.-Charlie Is in Luck.
under suspicion as. being crooked, and it galled
him fonsiderahly to think of it._ While he was,
It must be said that Watkins, the half-breed half .Mexican, ·he had been reared in the United ,
Mexican cowboy, had not been feeling yery ea-sy States, associating with Americans, principally,
ever s.ince he had been virtually accused of trying and it was not strange that his manner of speech
to get away with a steer. But he was one of the should be the same as the general run o Texans. ·
sort of men who <'ould put up a bluff, and many
"Confound it _all!" he muttered, as he looked
times during his life/ had he won out in this way. around after dismounting. "I wonder if they'll
The fact was that he reall:y: had been trying to . show up here? Here is our old meetin' place, an'
dive the fat steer away with the assistance of it• seems to me that they oughter have sense
his two confederates, Greaser Pete and the othe.r enough:' to come here, especially af-ter bein' dlshed
Mexican who had been at Short C1·eek when out of gittin' that steer. I'll wait here for an hour·
Young Wild West and his friends. arrived there. or two, anyhow. 1 jest want to warn tliem to
When he rode over to the-ranch to tell his version steer clear of this cattle range until Young Wild
of the story, Watkins thought Hoss Th~mpson West leaves the ranch."
would readily believe him. But when he fou nd
Leaving his horse standing, he climbed upon n;
there wei:e others there who did not aJ>pe.ar to re- big rock, and then looked through ' the darkness.:
th
th
gard · him as being altogether tru ful,
ough Of course, the stars~made a Httle light;-but it was'
nothing was said- to that effect, he :ealized th ~t not sufficient for him to see very far . .• He re-'
he must be. very careful, else he might lose his· mained there for perhaps ten minutes, and then,
job.·
.
jus.t as he was about to get down· from the rock,
Even when the villainous fellow was engaged !n the ·unmistakable sounds of hoofbeats came to his
the game of cards with Hop Wah and the rest m ears.
the bunk-ho\lse, he was not feeling exactly at
"Ah I" he exclaimed. "They're comin'. Now
ease. The fact was he was itching to get away then, I'll make them understand that it won't be
and join his, two thieving friends. The time came safe .f or them to be caught hangin' around here."
when he had the opportunity, and thinking he had
He waited upon the rock until he saw the forms
managed it without his fl.ight being dis~over~d, of two riders approaching. Then he gave a sharp
Watkins. rode on over the range a~ a Sbff chp. whistle,. which was answered almost immediately,
He never once thought that when his. absence be- by · one of the riders. Watkins leaped down from
came known someone would · f<;>llow him, ~o after . · the rock and stood near his horse, while the two ·
he had covered three or four miles he l~t his hor~e rode up and brought their steeds to a halt.
come down to an easy canter and continued on m
"
d b
,, h
this way until he reached the stream of water ·
. I thou~ht y~u wou1d_ come aroun , oys,,. , ~
that divided the ' pToperty ·belonging to Buckhorn said, nodd~nf his head m a ple_a~ed way.
~ ve
Ranch from that which as owned by the Big been .wa!1tm to tell you somet~m. We sartn~ly
Star Ranch. · Thei·e were plenty of hills and hol- had a mighty n!l~ro"'.' es.c ape this afternoo?. Im
lows here, and in some places the rocks, were accused of h,~vm tried to sneak away .with ol}e
plentiful while woods, underb111sh and bu!;hes of the cattle.
,
grew alo~g continuously on both sides of the little
"What you mean by dat, Wat?" one of them
stream.
·
,·
a s~ed, as .he hurriedly came _close to the speake_r.
This seemed to be about the only high groun_d
Jest what I say, Pete. Richards caught ~e .1~
that was not fit for grazing that was to be found the act. He kn_ew very well _t~at I was ,dr1vm
within a radius, of several miles. Of course, the the steer away mstead of trym to make it tum
creek was fed furthel' back, where the hills we!e back to the , ran~e. But s~e ~ere, the boy w~o .
still higher, by springs or several streams ~hat o~ns t~e ranch ~s here, an his, two ~artners 1s
emptied into it, forming enou~h water to continue with him. They re all dead shots, -an the ost
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dangerous people on earth. You fellers have· got
to make yourselves sca1:ce. 11
•"Me know, ~11 about Young Wild West, Wat.
Me have some trouble with da boy in Joe's p,l ace."
·"Po you mea1;1 that, Pete?~ ,
·
· "He sure mean it, Wat," the fellow called Tony
spoke up. "Da big man with da mustache throw
Pete out of· Joe's place. The Chinee make trouble.
But we no fight. Young. Wild West would shoot
too quick."
· ·
·.
.
"You saw these people over at Joe's place, eh?
An' you had trouble with 'em, too?"
"Yes," replied Pete.
"An' yet you come over here to try an' git a~Yay
with a fat steer?"
1 'Dat all right, Wat.
Me no afraid of Young
Wild West. Me shoot da boy verra quick when
pie · get da chance."
.
"You take my advice and steer clear of him,
both of you."
1
Watkins was very earnest when he said this, so
there was no doubt but ·that he meant it.
"You afraid of da American boy, Wat?"
"Oh, I ain't afraid that he'll shoot me or anything ,ike that, but he might foller me.. up until
he .gits evidence enough to hang me or send me
to prison. That's why I want you fellers to keep
away from here. I know putty well if you happen
to be caught you would give me away, anyhow,
an' then I'd git .the worst ot it."
·
"Me no give ·you aw,ay, Wat," declared Tony.
' >1'Me no d~dat, eith~r,'' Pete add~. "You verra
good fri1;nd; . If you no afraid, we cai: get dr..
steer to.night. Maybe we get away all right."
"You'll do nothin' of the kind," cried the rascally half-breed angrily~ "They all know that I
left the bunk-house, an' if one of the cattle happens to be miss.i n' tomorrow they'll swear th.at I
took it. You jest let them alone. The best thing
you "kin do is to git away from here, . an' stay
away untH Young Wild West an' his friends leave
the .ranch . . That's what I come here to tell you.
If I don't feel that way I wouldn't have took the
trouble to ride alJ .the way out here, when T could.
have a good chance to git a full night's sleep."
,«We go .to da shanty and wait till tomorrow.
You corµe and talk with us. • Maybe we find what
we :better do."
"All right. You go on to the shanty. But don't
lilhow up where anyone kin see you. I'm putty
sartin that Young Wild West an' his pards w'ill
be on the watch for you two fellers. .It won't go
very.nice with yer, either, if they happi;n to ketch
you, even if you wasn't doin1 nothin'."
"Dat's all right," Greaser Pete retorted, nodding his head in a confident way. ''You wait,
Wat. Maybe me kill Y-oung Wild West. Me no
afraid. He no see afraid. He no see when I do

it."

· "See here!" Watkins exclaimed angrily. "Don't
you think for a minute that I'm goin' to have anything to do with the killin' of anyone. Young
·Wild West ain't said nothin' to me that's, been
much out of the way yet, an' as long as he don't
Pm goin' to let him alone. It will be time enough
me to think of killin' him when he does sometbin' to me to make me know that he means to
git me. You jest stop talkin' that way, 'cause I
don't want it to be thought that I'd been in a plot
to kill Young Wild West or anyone else. I ain't
never done so yet in all my life, though I'll admit

for

,

il

that I've stole a few cattle an' some other thing5in my time."
•
·
"You steal qa gold of da old Mexican miser
all right, Wat," Tony said, laughing as if it was a
jok-e.
"What if I did? You got your share, didn't
you?"
"Sure, Wat. You verra good man. You no·
cheat."
. '.'All right," and Watkins, who appeared to be
somewhat impatient, mounted his horse.
'
"You go back · to da bunk-house, maybe,"
Greaser Pete said.
"Yes, that's jest where I'm goin'."
"All right, we go to da shanty. Maybe w,e sleep
pretty well, and den tomorrow morning you come
to see us."
"All right. I'll bid you good-night."
Then Watkins without waiting an ins1:fnt longer rode away from the spot. When he liad covered about fifty yards he looked back and saw
the two riding off to the right. They were going
straight across the lower end of the cattle range,
and it struck him 1·ight away that they meant to
try -and steal one or more of the steers-, for there
were quite tl. few down close to the ranch. He
hesitated for a moment, but decided not to interfere with them, and then putting spurs to bis
broncho, rode swiftly il\. the directin of the ranch.
Watkins had not gone more than a mile before be
became conscious ot the fact that somebody was
following p.im. He slackened the pace of his horse
a little, and then he became satisfied that .it was
a fact.
·
·
"Maybe th~y've changed their J11.inds about
somethin' an' are tryin' to ketch me," he muttered, .
as he brought his horse to a halt. "But," and ~e
shook his head, "it don't sound aS; .i f there's any
more than one. I'll jest wait here, anyhow.''.. ' ·
It was but a very few seconds that he had to
wa,it before a horse and rider loomed up through
the darkness.
'
"Hello!" Watkins called out. "What's the mat--

hl~

.

.

"I reckon there ain't. a whole lot that's the matter Watkins," came the reply, and then the ra,s_cftliy cowboy gave ,a violent s-tart, for he knew it
was not either of the two men he had left a short
time ago who was following him.•
:
, ~e did not recognize the voice, but took it for
granted that it must be one of the· cowboys belonging to Buckhorn.
.
_
.. "What have you been doin'. around here, anyhow?" the horseman said, as he brought his
horse to a halt.
•
Then Watkins, without waiting an instant longer, rode away. Then he recognized' the horseman as Cheyenne Charlie, one of Young Wild
West's- partners.
·
"Oh, it's you, eh?" he said, as if he was somewhat relieved.
·
•
"I. reckon it is. You know who I am, eh?"
"Yes, you're Cheyenne Charlie:'
"You have got that jest right, Watkins. I'm
Cheyenne Charlie, an' I was born in old Cheyenne. I'm a rip-scorcher when I git mad, too, an'
sometimes when I happen to ketch a cattle thief
or anything like it, I do some quick shootin'. But
you ain't no cattle thief, are yer?"
"I don't see· why you're talkin' that way," the
rascal retorted, doing his best to bluff it out.
•
"Oh, you don't, eh? . Well, maybe I'm mis-

•
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Then he took the scout ·by the arm and led him
taken. I found that you had took your horse an'
started off somewhere, so I got mine an' took a to an adjoining room, ~hich had been set aside for
ride, thinkin' maybe I'd come acro!ls you. ' I was the use of the men wlio h_a ppened to be guests at
lucky enough to do it, too. But what brought you the house.
"Come on, Hoss," Wild said, nodding 'to the
out here, Watkins?"
"I come out here 'cause I w-aE, tired of hangin' ranch boss,. : "I reckon you're as much interested
a"round the bunk-house. There WJI.S oo much goin' in this as I am."
"You kin· bet your life I am," was the reply.
on there to suit me. Things didn't turn out very
Jim followed, so they all went in and sat down.
good for me, even though I got my ~o~ey back;
When I gamble I do it for ":h3:t there.~ m it, an Then Charlie briefly related what he had discovered.
if I lose I never expect to git it back.
"I reckon I done right, didn't I, Wild?" he said. ·
"Oh that's why you came out here, eh? I
"You certainly did," was the reply. "I never
thought as how y-0u might have come out here to
see if you could git th~m two fellers what was did like to catch such fellows right at the start.
The fact is they didn't get away with the steer, so
trvin' to git away with a steer this afternoon."
it was. only an attempt at stealing, after all. Now
''I was thinkin' of that, too, when I come."
. then, we'll just
let Watkins and thetwo greasers
"Well, it's, all right, anyhow. If you don't mmd
go ·till they ~et about to their limit, and then we'll
· I'll ride pack to the ranch with yer.?'
.
·
"Why should I mind, Cheyenne Charlie? I corral them m a jiffy."
reckon you have got as good a right here as I
have."
"Maybe a little more right. But that don't
CHAPTER Vl.-Out at the Buffalo Corral.
matter. You're workin' here, an' I'm onl1 a guest..
st
That sounds good, don't it, a gue ?"
·
Early the next morning Young Wild West and
The scout laughed lightly, and Watlcins drew a his partners arose. They found Hoss Thompson
breath of relief, for he now felt that the scout outside the ·house near the kitchen door, drying
had come upon him accidentally. ~ut he was himself with a coarse towel after having indulged
badly mistaken, for Cheyenne Charlie had come in a, good wash.
along just in time to see the two greasers as t~ey
"Good~mornin', boys," the ranch bass called C>l,lt
rode in among the trees. They had not seen him, cheerily. "l reckon you must have slept putty
th
of s:ourse, so when he got as close as h_e ought well, 'cause I didn't hear a sound aft'er you had
it advisable to go on horseback, he dismounted been in your room five minutes, any more than :;;
and crept up and he:i,rd the co!lversatio!l that was little snorin'."
carried on in the· little clearing. If it had not
"That was Charlie, Hoss," Wild . answeiled
been that he knew Wild would not approve of it, 1
h" I
"H
t · I h
t
f 1·
the scout would have endeavored to take all three o':?~ir:;,ff y.
e cer am Y as go an aw u snore
th
prisoners, and if he could not do that, shoot em
-"If I have, I've never heard it myself, anyhow,"
"down.
.
.
and the scout chuckled at his, own joke.
But this was not .Wild's way of doing business,
"Say, there's one thing I forgot to speak to
so he simply waited until they all rode away, and you about," Thompson said, as he finished drythen he went back to hi& horse and followed Wat- ing himself and hung the towel on a peg at the
kins. Now he lcnew for a certainty that the man back of the house. "That herd of buffaloes is
was the thief the scout was eager to get back to gittin' mighty troublesome. Two · or three times
the ranch ·and report. Watkins, however, did not we've found where they've nearly busted the wire
seem to be inclined to ride very fast, so he was on the corral fence. If they was to gtt out the
forced to J)Ut up with the slight delay that re- chances is, that we would have a mighty hard
suited. When they at length rode up to the horse time of roundin' 'em up ag'in."
.
corral that was nea:r the bunk-house, th_e scout . "I figured on going to have a look at them this
quickly unsaddl1;d ~is horse and, ~·emovmg ~he moi:ning, Hoss,". Wild answered, in his cool and
bridle, turned him in, and then with?ut. saymg easy way. "H6w many do they number now?"
anything__at all to Watkins, strode r~pidly to the
"Oh, there's about seventy-three of 'em, an'
house. ,H e could hear laughter commg ~rom the they're -all as wild as they kin be. Some of--'em
bunk-house, so e knew that Hop was still there. is mixed too but mixed ones has all got heads
However, he was very sure th_a t Wild wou~d not jest like 'the ~enuine buffalo."
remain there that length of time, so he did not
"I know some of them are mixed but that was
stop to look in. Reaching the house, he found only an experiment. I suppose th~ meat will be
them all there.
as tough as leather, too."
.
"Where have you been, Charlie?" his wife called
"Ain't tried none of it, so I can't tell, _Wild,"
out as she ran to meet him. "Wild said you went and Hoss shrugged his should.ers.
out' to take a ride. What made you ever think of
"It ain't likely that any "Of them cattle thieves
doing that?"
.
·
would try to git away with the buffaloes, Wild/'
"That's all right, gal. Now don't ask t?o many Cht;yenne Cha_rlie remarked,. as. he fi_lled t_he tm
questions. I want to talk with Wild an' Jim for a basm so he might proceed with washing himself.
minute or two an' then maybe you'll find out all
"No, I reckon not. It seems that there's not a
about it."
'
buffalo outside of the ones we have here within
"I didn't tell them what you went for, Charlie," five hundred !,Diles. ~nyone wh~ got t~at on1;
the young deadshot spoke up, as he arose and would naturally b~ bla~ed a s having got 1t from
stepped up to the scout. "They've been doing a Buckhorn Ranch. 1
.
lot of wondering so just to ease their minds, I'll
"There ain't goin' to be no money m 'em, not
state rfght now that you went to look for a cattle much, Wild," Thompson declared, after a pause.
thief." _
"You may breed 'em wi~h the · regular cattle, but
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I can't see where there'll be any advantage. You
"Tha t's all right, Stella. Don't go to pilin' _it
kin take a look at 'em this mornin' when you ride on me too hard this mornin'. I ain't in the humor
out there, an' then maybe you'll make up your for it. I'm feelin' good all over, 'cause \Vild an'
mind what you're goin' -to do. But I was thinkin' the rest have come down here and are goin' to
that the best thing to do would be to sell off the stay for a while. They've come in_ jest a good
pure bred ones, which ain't. more than sixteen, to time, too, for somebody was, tryin' to ·ste.al a steer
-· the government. I've heard ·tell that they've got 'yisterday afternoon, which shows that there must
a big place that ·covers mitlions of acres for to · be rustlers around."
.
keep buffaloes an' other animals which they want
"Just as I thought!" exclaimed. Anna, half, risto preserve. You might git a putty good price f9r ing from her chair. "I've never yet come down
'em. · I reckon fifteen or t wenty dollars a. head to Buckhorn Ranch for the purpose of taking a
would be a fair price."
.
rest without something happening to · keep the
"Oh, "¥ don't have to sell them, H os.s," and the boys away from us." ·
boy looked at him smilingly. ".I reckon we are
"This, isn't going .to amount to very much, anynot in need of. money as badly as· all that. -That . how," Wild answered laughingly. "As far as we
little herd of buffaloes was presented to me -by know, there are only a couple of greasers and a
some people who had kept it two or three years half-breed involved in the thing. Ther. surely
up in N~braska. I brought them down here just can't create much of a disturbllnce, and I m going
• because I didn't know what else to do with them. to try ana settle the thing without any great exBut we'll take a look at them, and then I'll de- citement."
cide upon what is the best thing·to do."
·
But the conversation now got upon the cattle
By the tim~ they had 'a ll. washed up the girl$ thieves, and Wild related the whole
were up and stirring, and a few minutes _later not forgetting what had happened atcircumstance,
Joe's saloon
when they went into the house they found . them at Short (,reek.
ready for breakfast. Stella and the two women
''Of course, those two greasers have no liking
who were employed as servants were bustling for me, or Charlie or Jim, either,"
he added.
about getting a rousing good breakfast. Meat "This cowboy who was accused by Richards
and
was frying on the stove, and the oven door was some others hasn't, either, for that
matter. But
h~ard to open and shut two or three times, while he's not a dangerous fellow, I'm sure,
and you
the odor that came from it told them all that can bet your life if the two greasers get too
fresh
they might expect some fine corn muffins for they. will be tamed down quickly
Now
breakfast. The coffee, too, had a pleasant aroma tlien, girls., forget all ii.bout this partenough.
of it, and if
to it, and the longer our friend s waited the hun- you feel like ta).cing a little ride, get ready
within
grier they became. But after a while the bell half an hou,;. -We are
out to have a look
rang and then they lost no time in getting into at the herd of buffaloes.'going
Hoss says they are bethe dining-room.
.
coming troublesome, and I may take a notion t u
"See anything_ of the _heathens yet , Cha rlie ?" turn
them out upon the range."
Hoss asked, a & he took his seat a t one end of the
"Don't do that!" Hoss exclaimed. "Why,
table.
there's three bulls in that herd what would raise
"No," was the reply.
the Old Harry."
"Well, Wing bunked in ea rly in _ e evening,
"All right, Hoss/' and the boy laughed · lightly.
but one of the boys was tellin' me j est afo1·e you
come out that Hop .stayed in the bunk-house all "I wasn't meaning that. I knew they would do
a whole lot of damage among the rest . of the
night.!'·
.
"It's a wonder they would let him stay there," cattle. We'll go out in a: little while and have a
the scout . retorted, with a shrug of the _shoul- look a t the corral and s-ee just how badly it needs
ders. "I'll bet he got full of tanglefoot an' wasn't repairing."
The girls were more than glad of the opporable to git out."
"I was thinkin' somethin' like that. I ain 't tunity to take a ride on the cattle range. Thi s
looked at my stock of liquor yet. You know there was something they. always did shortly -after arwas a couple of times when Hop found a key that riving at the ranch, and though there . was r eally
would fit the closet, an' he got away with a gal- nothing new that might be seen, they thoroughl y
lon 'Or two. He had a way of openin' the window enjoyed it, especially that .part of the trill tha.
took them close to the river. . Wild, Charlie lfnd
an' gittfn' into the room wher e the closet is. "
"Serves you good an' right, Hoss," his wife Jim followed Hoss to the place where the horses
spoke up sharply. "You have always got to keep were kept, and it did not take them long to saddle
and bridle their s.teeds. When they came out of
a lot of liquor in the house."
"Don't you know that it comes in mighty handy the' corral with them tb_e girls were waiting on
when we have people to come here? E_yerybody the porch of the ranch house, so mounting they
drinks liquor, an' if I didn't have any here when rode back, leading the girls' horses by the bridlepeople come to see me, I'd be counted on a s bein' reins.
a mighty mean man."
"I'd like to go with you, lfals," Stella said, as
.
"Everybody don't drink liquor, either ," Stella she came to the door, "hut Im too busy to think
snapped. "There's Wild an~ Jim, for instance. •of sich a thing. I ain't practiced much with a
You never seen them touch a drop in your life."
rope since you was here las.t time, but I'd be '
"I wasn't meanin'. them," and Hoss shook his wil!in' to bet. that I kin lasso a had steer about as
head apologetically. "But they're only boys, any- 9.uick as Hoss kin. He's got so he don't do nothin'
how, an' boys shouldn't drink sich stuff."
hke that any more. He depends on the men to d:>
"Boys, eh? Well, if you was only somethin' like everything, an' he either struts around or seta
'em, not only about the liquor drinkin', hut . in . on the back of his, horse with his hands in his
other ways, I'd consider you was a m u sin' good pockets, jest as if h~ ·was some sprt of a.. high
'muckamuck.' "
aort of a man."
·
·
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"She's always ' pilin' it ·on me," Thompson declared, making out' that he· felt sore over it. "But
it's all right. Stella is a good gal, most of the
time."
.
_.
"There's no reason why she can't go with . us,"
Anna declared. "Just as if there_was so much
work here that she can't get away. Why, I know
. better than that. I'll tell you what we'll do. We'll
wa1.t until she gets ready. Hoss, you go and get
her broncho."
·
"No, no," Stella declared, th~ wing up her
hands. "I can't spare the time." ..,
But 'her husband seemed to take 1t for granted
that she was going, for he turned and rode back
to the corral, and it was not long before he returned with a long-eared roan tliat looked very
much as if it might be -a rather contrary beast.
"Here's, your nag, Stella," he called out.
But she did not hear him, for Anna had hustled
her in the house and she had t:on!;ented to hurry
up and get ready to take the early morning ride.
Ranch women are .not as long in getting ready as
the majority of their sex in other places. It was
· scarcely more than five or s.ix minutes when
Stella came out ready for the ride. She wore a
broad-brimmed hat- with a couple of turkey
feathers sticking in the band, · and when she
mounted the buckskin she showed plainly that she ,
·
had not forgotten how to do it.
"Now then, if I must go, let's be off, 'cause I
want to git back an' lo.ok after some bakin'. I
ca,rt't ti·ust them two won en, 'cause they'll burn
the bread or be bound to do somethin' that ain't
right."
. .
1
"Let 'em burn it, then, an' don't think no more
about it. I reckon we kin scrape the black off the
crust," her husband said.
.
·
They started away, a very merry party, indeed,
heading straight for the bi~ corral where the
herd of buJfalo was kept. Th1.s was located about
three miles ·from ·the house,' and well to the left
of the property that belonged to the ranch. It
h~ppened that there was ;i patch of timber near
this,. with. a small ridge that ~vas rocky and covered with bushes and brambles. A part of the
corral took in this, in 'fact, but this was all right,
and 'l:i:a,d to be in or'der to cover the spring that
furnisheif water for the animals to· drink. As the
party neared the corral the-y _c aught sight of two
hor:iem.e n ridiJ1g away ·, among the trees . and
bu-shes.
· ·
_·
.
. uA co{ipfe o{ !he boys· out this way, I reck~ii,"
H9ss said, though, he appeared to 'be somewhat
surprised. .
.
· , .. .
. . .
'· "They. seem to pe in a ~lame d Qlg hurry to git
l\~ar, though," the. scout answered, with. a . shtug
. 01"'.tlie shoulders.. "Sorter acted .tp me as if tliey
was afraid of, us." , •
But no one ;e~med to think anything of it, and
when they -g ot to the corr~! and. proceeded. to in
sp~ct the herd within, it dropped from .their
minds. .
.
. .
--"I can :e asily see that there:& no money in keeping the buffaloes," Young Wild .West said, · after
he had looked the animals over from· a distance.
. "But .if we turn them loose and they s.t rayed off,
.they· would· only be shoj;,or caught_ by some other
people who would ·make money by 1t. I reckon as
. long as the . grass g-r ows gi,een down here in
"Tex~s, we'll keep the full-bred anim~ls, th:ottgh I
,fuink those that -are mi~ed ou.ght to be disposed

of.

Hoss., you can . find out the next. tihie you

gl(J

to the market what they_ will bring. '· Dispose of

them at any price."
.
•t
"All right, Wild. I think that's a good idea. It
will cost a heap of money to fix up · the corral,
'cause when you git tearin' down and puttin' up
new, you never kin tell where you're goin' 'to
stop."
"Well, the wire fence will hold out for a month
or two yet, and you ought to be able to get rid
of them by that time."
·
"Oh, I kin git rid of 'em inside of thi;ee weeks.
Since you have told me to go ahead, I ·s artinly
will .do it, too."
"There's a big bunch of bushes rurinin' .up that
slope on the other s,ide, ain't there?" .Cheyenne
Charlie remarked, as he pointed to the spot where
the two horsmen had disappeared.
"Yes, there's a good placec to shoot quail ·an•
other small game," Hoss answered. ".Sometimes,
when I ain't got nothin' to do I come out here
an' git a few. I'm sorry I didn't tell ihe gals
about it, so they could -have brought a shotgun or
tw_oyn' tried their luck."
·
.-,None of them had brought their rifles. even, so
it was out of the question · to think of shooting
much in the way of game. But Arietta insis.ted
on· riding around that way, so they proceeded to
inake the circuit of the corral. The buffaloes
scampered away, and some of the- bulls turned
now and then and snorted as if challenging them
to a fight, When they reached the spot where the
game was supposed tQ be found, Arietta · drew her
revolver.
"Look out for a jack-rabbit, Et," Wild said.
"See if you can drop one while he is on -the jump•
If you can you will show some pretty. good shooting."
"You try it, too, Wild," the girl answered, as
she forged ahead ·of the rest and da.rted .·through

a™~~

c

'

She had · not .ridden more than a hundred yards
·when a big .jack-rabbit common to -that section
of the country jumped up ·and bounded··away almost straight ahead of ·her. • The ·girl fired, but
missed, .and then just as she .was aboul\ to tal.te
another shot, Wild's revolver <Cracked. The fleetfooted animal was in the act of leaping at tl\e
time, and it turned a complete somersault anll
then fell upon the ground dead.
"I beat you that time, little girl," -her dashing
young lover s aid, as. he ro.d e _u p at her side. · ·
"Yes, but I think I would have done better at
th~ s~ond sh,ot. You didn't give me a. _chance,
..
. '
.
,. '
Wild.
..
."All right. I imagine that there .are . plenty- of
•.t hem here. . We'll start another oµ_e di:r-ectly."'.. ·:
,liqss · Thompson dismounted an4 procured· the
slain jack-rabbit, and then they rode on_. . In less
than . two minutes. later two rabbits jumped up .at
about the same time. All. hand!! began .firing •at
them, :fo.I, even Stella was provided with -~ revolver. B~t it. seemed that they were !~aping -too
fast, for they got away with.out being hit.
"It ain't much - fun tryin' to kill jack-ra_bbits
with a revolver, is, it?" Hoss Thompso:q. said, :.as
he extracted the empty shell.s from the chambers
of his revolvers and replaced them ith . some
fresh Qnes. I fired s,ix shots at them blamed :rabbits, an' I . don't be_lieve I came within -five feet
of hittin' -one of 'em at any shot."
.
.· ·a ,
"I think l came_a little closer than that,"., Wild

/
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declared laughingly. "But I only fired twice. I of it. Now that he knew that Young Wild West
took a s.h ot at each one, but it happened that was out upon the range, he felt that it might be
t.hey were in the act -of leapin~ as I ~id so, and possible that someone would follow· him. As he
I suppose that's why I missed. I didn't Judge was riding down the s.lope at the other side of the
quite correctly."
rid'ge he looked back, and as lqck would have it
They continued on around until they reached he caught sight of the young deadshot and the
the end of the thicket, and then they came upon scout galloping along after him. He kept right on
the almost level stretch of -grassland again. riding, and in less than a minute later he saw the
Swinging around the corral, they turned to ride two Mexicans at ·a halt in a little hollow near a
hack to the ranch. As they did this they saw a water-hole. Satisfied that he was being followed,
cowboy riding at a lope toward them. and that it would mean no good to him if he•
"Hello!" · Jim Dart exclaimed. "Here comes happened to be caught with the two rascals, he
Watkins."
waited . until he got some bushes between him
It was. the half-breed cowboy, sure enough. He and those upon his trail, and then turned sharply ·
rode on and met them a quarter of a mile from to the right and swung around back to the ridge.
the corral.
.
Meanwhile, our hero and the scout had kept at
. "Good-mornin', ladies an' gentlemen," ..he said, a safe distance behind him, and they certainly
as he doffed his hat politely. "Takin' a look thought they were going to catch him dead to
around at things, I s.'pose? Been up takin' a look rights, though they did not want him to know it.
at them buffaloes, eh?"
They continued on until they reached the otlie1·
"That's right, Watkins," our· hero answered, in side of the wooded ridge, failing to see the man
his cool and easy way. - "I've told Hos!!< to get rid at the time when he spied them. When they got
of all the mixed breed buffaloes and just keep to the foot of the gentle d'escent they caught sight
the few ~that are genuine."
· . ·
of the two villains near the water-hole. But they
. "I s'pose there ain't nothin' in keepin' 'em, so quickly · noticed that Watkins was not there.
it will be a irood idea to git rid of 'em."
• Reining in their horses, they let them go at u
:. Then Watkins started his horse and turned and ·walk, and as the ground happened to be s.oft, they
rode back .in ' the direction the two horsemen hatl managed to approach without making a sound
disappeared 11s. our friends were approaching the that was heard by the two. They got to within
buffalo corral.
fifty yards of them without being seen, and •then
·
·
. "Wild," said Cheyenne Charlie, in a low tone Wild and Charlie dismounted and; leaving their
of voice, as he rode up close to the young dead- horses standing, crept around behind some rocks
shot and caught him by the sleeve of his shirt, and l't!Pidly. neared the water-hole. Greaser Pete
"let's foller that sneakin' coyote. It sol'ter strikes and Tony were talking in a manner that told that
me that he's lookin' for the two fellers what was they ·were not feeling · in the best of humor.
in sich a hurry to git away. .Marbe they're the
"If '1~ don't come over pretty~ oon I'm going to
same two ~vhat met him last night.' .
try and :work around and catch one of the steers,"
"All right," was the quick reply. "I was think- Greas.er Pete said, speaking in the language that
ing of doing that mys~lf, Charlie. Come on. The was common to· the Mex;icans of that region. ".We
, rest can ride on back to the ranch.''
·
haven't had any fresh meat in· some time, and we
Whether any of them felt as if they would like can -keep what we. want, and I know where we can
to go with the two, or were -satisfied to return to sell th·e balance -right across the river and get
the house, it cannot be said; but Young Wild .West som~ good cal?h money for it.'' '
always hlfd his own way about things, · and it was • Young Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie heard
seldom indeed that anyone disputed him. The the words, and they understood enoug_h of Spanyoung deadshot and the scout rode off., and the ish · to get the full meaning of.· what was saict.
rest ·started to ride leisurely fo1· the .hous.e.
Tony Jllade. some sort of a reply which showed that
he was willing to do anything his companion suggested. They kept on talking, Pete all -the• while
becoming more impatient. · ·
·
·. "Charlie," Wild whispered, "I don't don't know
CHAPTER VII.-Wild and Charlie Teach the
whe~~r. the shanty they were talking about. last
Two Greasers a Lesson. ·
niglit when you overheard them is anywhere close
Watkins, the rascally cowboy had seen the two , by . or not, but I reckon we had better take these
horsemen riding near the buffalo corral before two fellows in hand. The.r e is no need of waiting
Young Wild W.es.t •and his friend got very close any longe.r . We'll just give them a neat" -little ·
to the place. It happend that he was on his ·way trimming, and then allow them twenty minutes to
to meet Greaser Pete and Tony at the shanty get out of sight, with the· understanding that if
they said ·they were going to the nig~t before. they ever show up around here a~ain they will be
When he saw them in the vicinity of the corral he shot or. hanged as cattle thieves. •
"That jest suits me, Wild," the scout anmade up his mind that they were not inclined to
do as he had told them. Here piey were s neaking swered eagerly. •
He spoke a little louder than he mi,rht otheraround the cattle range without waiting to hear
from him. When he saw the party riding up he wise have done, and his voice reached the ears
fearlessly rode to meet them, not thinking thai of the two Mexicans, for they started violently
they had spied the two villains. Angered be- and looked in the direction where the two were
cause his two rascally cronies had dared come crouching behind the rocks.. Wild was not going
over that way, he urged his horse on, and -was to give them the ch.,ance to make their escape, so
he bounded into view in a twinkling.
quickly lost to view behind the wooded ridge.
"Hello, greasers!" he said, nodding his head ·
But Watkins was not altogether· a man to be
easily caught napping. He certainly had been and smiling. "What are you doing· around here?"
Charlie appeared right after him, and Grease.r
caught the night before, though he was not JlWare

.
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Pete and Tony acted very much as if they would
be pleased to have the ground open and swallow
them. Neither the young deadshot nor his partner showed that they were hostile to • them, but
the mere fact that they had come upon them w
"Suddenly was quite enough to unnerve the pair.
"Did you come over from Short Creek this
morning?" Wild asked, when he failed to get a
reply to his first question.
"Yes," Tony managed to answer. "Verra nice
•morning, senor."
·
"A fine morning. .But what did you come here
for? I think I saw you a few minutes ago over
near our corral. Have you any intention of buying some of the stock it contains ?"
"Buffaloes, no good-," declared Tony.
"Oh, you would . rather have a ' nice fat Texan
steer, wouldn't you?"
Greaser Pete turned pale at this.
"There's no need in beating around the bush,"
the young deadshot went on. "We know your
gatne. You tried to 1·un off a steer yesterday
afternoon, and you ca~ around here this morning fo have another try. Of oourse, you wouldn't
stand much of• a show in doing it, since there are
no strays this, side of the ridge. I suppose we
ought to shoot you dead, but I don't do business·
that way. I'm always willing to giye a fellow a
chance for his life. Now then, I'm just going to
make an example of you and then you go, and I
tell you plainly that once you leave here you must
never return, unless you are willing to be shot
dead."
.
"Senor Wild West, you make verra much mistake," Greaser Pete declared, speaking for the
first time.
•
"You think so, eh? Well, you are mistaken in
thinking that way. I happen to know the game
you two fellows have been working with Watkins.
.Pyiy partner ,was hiding where you met last night
and he heard everything that was said. Now
then, you can understand that we must mean
business."
"We go away and never come back!" exclaimed
Tony, as he made a move to go to his, horse.
"Stop right where yer are, greaser!" Cheyenne
Charlie commanded, as he leveled a gun at him.
"My finger is itchin' to pull the trigger, an' I'd
jest as lief drop you as I would a rattlesnake."
"Don't shoot, senor, don't shoot!" cried the
frightened villain, as he stepped away from the
horse quickly and threw up his hands.
Charlie kept toying with the trigger of his revolver, the muzzle pointed- toward the villain,
while a smile showed upon his face. Wild now
stepped straight up to Greaser Pete, and laying
a hand on his shoulder, said:
,
"Look me in the eyes, greaser! I am going to
tell you something."
But the villain refused to do this. It seemed
that he could not look at any other spot but the
ground near his feet a~ the . time.
. '.
"You hear what I say, greaser!" the boy exclaitned.
"What you want?" came the reply, in a surly
tone of voice, for it seemed that t)le villain was
becoming desperate.
•
"If you don't look me in .the eyes I'll shoot you."
Then the boy suddenly pulled his gun and
pressed the mµzzle squarely agains,t his breast.
This was quite enough to make Greaser Pete do as
he was commanded. But to save his life he could

not keep his. gaze upon the face of the young
deadshot more than a second, and his eyes kept
shifting. But Wild was sat-isfied, so he continued:
"Now then, Greaser Pete, you told Watkins last
night that you meant to kill me. You 'said you
were not afraid to do it, and that when you shot
me I wouldn't know anything about it. That's
the greaser style. I know, though I'll admit that
I've found some Mexicans to be- of the very best
people I ever met. But you're one of the contemptible sort. You're worse than a rattlesnake,
for you would bite without giving a warning.
Just to show you what I · can do when I take a ·
notion, I want you to step over and stand with
your back against that big rock. You see tt over
there. It's the one we were hiding behind while
you were talking to your companion in Spanish.
Get over there, and be· quick about it."
.
.
. "Me no go," came the reply. "You want to
shoot, so shoot now. Me no afraid to die. Me
can die but once."
"Oh, I don't intend to kill you. I am not that
sort of a fellow. I am just _going to show you
how easy I could kill you if I desdred, that's all.
Now step over to that rock. If you don't I'll begin shooting right here. You have got quite a big
mustache there, and I think the ends need trimming."
Instead of obeying, Greaser Pete suddenly
dropped upt>n the ground, lying at full length. It
may have been that- he was bluffing, but it certainly looked as if he thought his time had come,
anyhow, and he might as well die there as anywhere else. Wild quickly leveled his, revolver and
pulled the trigger. Crack! . As the report rang
out one of the ends of the villain's long mustche
disappeared. While the bullet did not come
within half an inch of his cheek, it had the effect
of causing the Mexican to leap to his feet.
"What you want to do, se:Qor?" he cried excitedly. "You no kill me?"
.
"Turn your head a little to the left," came the
reply.
Instantly the villain did so, taking. care to stand
perfectly e.till. Crack! Wild fired another shot,
and the other end of the mustache was trimmed
to match.
.
• "There l You look a little better now, I reckon.
, But I am n-0t done with you. Just stand over
against that rock, as I told you to."
Pete shot a glance at his partnr, but Tony did
not even notice it. He was as pale as death, •and
stood there as if waiting for his turn,
"Wild," he scout :,aid, "if you're goin' to do a
little fancy shootin' at Greaser Pete, I might as
well have a little fun with this here galoot."
"AU- right, Charlie. But be careful that you
· don't kill him."
"
"Oh, I'll be mighty careful. I know you_ don 't
want him killed jest yet. You want to wait till
he comes back here ag'in, .an' then make a quick
shot of it. I understand."
·
, ··
The scout took Tony by the arm, and found that
he was willing to ~o where he led. He took him
ov-er to the rock Wild had pointed out, and before
Pete got there he had him standing with his back
against it.
"You no afraid, Tony?" Pete a sked, • in his
broken English.
"Young Wi1d West no kill you, Pete," was the
reply. "This man, Cheyenne Charlie, .he no kill
me. He verra good American senor."
./
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"I won't kill
unless I happen to make a Do you notice the big buttons he has running
mistake, greaser," the scout answered, smiling down the sides of his wide-legged trousers?"
-grimly. "But jest wait till J see what you have
"I don't know how I could help noticin' 'em,
got in your pockets.. Maybe you have got some- Wild," Charlie answered, his face beaming with a
thin' we kin shoot at. Take your time, Wild, an' smile.
don't shoot yet. The bullet might glance off an'
uwell, I don't like them. I think there are too
hit me."
many, in fact. I am going to remove three from
"I was jest thinking about that, Charlie," the each side. Step over there, Pete. You needn't g:et
young deadshot retorted, "I'll let you go ahead your back very close to the rocK. Anywhere will
with your part first. Come here, Pete."
do."
Pete was only too glad to obey, and he was not
Greaser Pete glanced a"t his Mexican trousers,
_ long in step~ing over to the young deadshot, who which .really looked to be quite expensive ones, and
had taken his station about twenty feet from the • then he slowly moved away in the direction the
rock. Charlie went through Tony's pockets, and boy' pointed. Wild did not wait until he hardly
almost. the firs,t thing he came upon was a pack stood still. His revolver began cracking1 and at
of cards. It was a greasy old pacl· too, and look- eac)l shot a button disappeared. He kept on until
ed as if it was about time it was t... iwn away.
six of them had been shot away, and then as he
"I'm a putty good shot," Charlie said, grinning coolly proceeded to empty the chambers of his
at him as he shuffled over the deck of cards. "But gun, he nodded to the Mexican and said:
I ain't half as good as Young Wild West. I'm
"Now then, you get on your horse and see
jest goin' to show you, though, that I kin plug a how fast you can get away from here."
hole through the center of
card. Here's the
"You, too, greaser!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimace of hearts. Now you hold that right in front ed, as he turned sharply to Tony.
of your mouth. Keep your mouth shut, too, so the
'rhe two lost no time- in obeying, and as they
bullet won't knopk none of your~eeth out when galloped away as if for their very live. Young
it goes through' the. card."
Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie stood watch"Mercy, senor, mercy!" cried the frightened ing them, both satisfied that they had surely given
Mexican, and he dropped upo~ his knees and the two villains a severe lesson. But wJo "·t her they
raised his hands imploriifgly.
would profit by it or not remained to , _. seen.
"Ha, ha, ha!"
·
.
Cheyenne Charlie laughed heartily at his rather
cruel joke.
CHAPTER VIII.---The Greasers Start a Fire.
"All right, greaser," he said, nodding his head,
"Stand up. I won't do it that way. I'll let you
Hop Wah was eating his ·breakfast in the messhold the card. Here's, a crack in the rock. Now
you · hold this here ace of hearts up right in front house with some of the cowboys when Wild and
of tha't crack, an' . if I don't put a bullet plumb his friends rode away from the ranch house. The
through he center of the card I'll chew it up an' clever Chinee had no idea where they were going,
swaller it. But mind yer, you have got .to hold it but it struck him that it was just probably for a
mighty still. If you don't the bu1let might hit your •ride, since Hoss Thompson and his wife were in
the party. He felt an inclination to follow them,
hand."
so he hurriedly finished eating, and then nodding
"Me hold verra still, senor."
to Richards, who was still lingering over his
Tony was trembling as he spoke, and it looked coffee,
he said:
·
doubtful if he could hold the card still. But he
"Me takee lillee lide, so be. Me no feelee velly
• mustered up enough courage to overcome his ner- muchee
goodee lis morning."
vousness, and as. Charlie stepped off a few paces
"I shouldn't think you would, Hop," the cowhe saw that the card was being held quite steady.
Taking a quick aim, the scout pressed the trigger boy answered, with a laugh. "You was up putty
of his revolver. Crack! As the report sounded nigh all night, wasn't yer?"
"Me allee samee go to bed four o'clock, so be.
the card flew from the ·greaser's hand.
•
"Why didn't you hold on to that blamed ace of Havee plenty tanglefoot and velly ·muchee fun."
"Are you goin' to· foller Wild an' the rest of '
hearts?" Charlie demanded, as, he ran forward to 'em?"
pick it up.
"Maybe me go lat way."
"Me verra much afraid," was the reply.
"Thinkin' maybe there'll b~ a chance for some
Charlie picked up the card and had the satis- fun out on the range. Well, you'll meet some of
faction of seeing that lie had hit the ace spot the boys there, most likely. You might run across
almost in the very center, the bullet tearing Watkins. He don't like you very much, so you
away the card-board, so th t but little o:£ it re 0
had better go a little easy with him."
mained to be seen.
"Lat allee light," Hop answered, and then he
"Verra good shot," Tony s id, tremblingly. left the building and was not long in getting his
"Senor Cheyenne Charlie shoot s raight."
~
horse, which he quickly saddled.
.
Wild looked on smilingly.
·
He took a rifle with him, probably to make the
He knew that the scout was. quite capable of cowboy ~hink tl\,at he meant business if he hapdoing some very fancy shooting. The fact was pened to come across a cattle rustler. By this time
that he was but a little better himself, though the party was well out on the prairie that
probably his coolness enabled him to take more stretched along on an lllmost perfect level f(tl'
chances and perform greater feats with a fire- several miles. Hop was in no hurry about overarm.
taking them. He really felt that the ride in the
"That will be- enough, Charlie," he called out. fresh morning -air would do him som& good, since
"'That fellow is one of the worst cowards I ever he was not feeling in extra good shape. He let
aw. This, fellow isn't. He'_g a very brave greaser. his piebald broncho go along- at a canter and kept./
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a~out a -mile behind'· the party. Presently he
swung off ·a little to the right, where there was a
-gentle rise which s~retched along for quite some
distance. Over the rise he went, leaving Wild and
the rest to pursue their• way on t' e level plain.
Once he got on the other side Hop could 110
longer see them, nor could they see him, for that
matter. He kept on for three or four miles, and
then he decided to head for the ridge that was
covered with the trees and other vegetation . As he
1,eared this he passed rather close to the buffalo
corral, and when he saw the party viewing the ·
animals within the inclosure he decided tha . they
had coxne there for that _very purpose. It struck
him that it would be a good idea not to show himself just yet, !lo he turned his horse quickly and,
entering a sort of· gully, proceeded on in a roundabout way until he came to the woods.. It took
~ •him about ten minutes to do this, for he was not
hurrying any, and he had barely. got there when
he heard a horse galloping almost .directly toward
him. The . clev(!l" Chinee felt certain that it was
not Young Wild West or any of his friends, for
they could scarcely have got there· so soon. ·
· He
ickly · came to a )lalt, _anq. then looking
around _saw a thick clump of trees clos-e at hand.
He turned his horse that way; and soon was concealed from .the view of any one who might pass:
·A few secqnds later a horf?eman. appeared and
came to . a halt within a few yards of where the
Chinaman was hiding. It was Watkins. Hop was.
agreeably. surprised when lie !law him, for the ex•
pression on the man's .face told him that something· was wrong and that he ,vas so~ewha t· worried. Sitting . perfectly still- in the saddle, ' the
clever: Chinee watched the man through a s,light
opening Jn the foliagt:. Watkins looked ba:~k in t~e
<lirection he had come, and then after actmg as 1f
he was undecided what to do for a full minute, he
dismounte d.
•1
".It's gittin' putty · hot," the Chinaman heard
him say to himself, as he _shrugged his · shoulders
·a nd knitted .his brows. ~'They'll ketch Greaser
-Pete an'. Tony, al)' the chances, are· they'll give
me away. I don't know jest_what I should do.
:Maybe if I was· to · stay an' stick it out ·things
would tur.n Qut aU right. If t should leave theJ
woultl take it for granted that I waR a cattle
thief, an' possibly would ketch me soot er· or later.
. I think the best thing to do is to stick it, out an'
put orr a bold frol)t. Blamed if I iiin't · jest as
~ as any one else· at doin' that."
H-is mind _seemed . to
e~sed in having 'g iven
.vent to 11is thoughts, and, mounting his horse, he
tumed ·and r.ode away . . When he · had ,disappea red
from view, Hop rode out into the open spot and
turned 'in the d1rectiQn the cowboy had come from.
He.had not gone but a ·short di stance when revol. ver shots sounded. on the still morning air. It wa;,
but natural that the Chinaman should think that
there was a fight going on, so he urged his horse
to a· gallop and, l_ea':'ing the woods, cpme in ~'. iew of
Wild and Char)1e Just a s J;hey were sendmg the
two greasers away.
"Nobody gittee shoo :·e?., so be~• the Cfrinaman
muttered. "But um bari g-..-· s .• , allec samee lide
away velly muchue qu ·ck~•!. i',i <: findee . outee
whattee rnattee."
·
As he came galloping towad them the young
deadshot and his partne1·s turned their heads and
saw who it was.
· "What are you doin' here, heathen?" Cheyenne

be
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Charlie called out, a s if he was angry at the appearance of the Chinaman .
"Lat allee light, Misler Charlie. "Me takee lillee
lide. Me hear velly muchee shootee, so me comee
to ftndee outtee."
·
"I reckon you're a little too late, heathen. We
had some shootin' here, but it was ·of the fancy
kind. I showed one of them greasers how I could cut out the ace of hearts when he held up the
card for me, an' Wild clipped the buttons off the
other feller's trousers. They're a couj>le of bad
greasers, Hop. They're rustlers. .
"Velly muchee bad, so be," the Chinaman declared, as. he brought his horse to a halt. "Misler
Wild, you allee samee lettee go." ,
. "That's right, Hop, I let them go. They haven' t
stolen a,ny cattle yet as far as I-know, so I thou·g ht
l'd give them a chance to get a'lVay. But . I told
them if they were caught around here again they
would be shot."
.
"Ley no go veUy muchee far, Misler Wild," Hor,
declared, shaking his head.
·
"You think not, eh?"
·
"No; ley wantee gittee square, so be."
"I recko~ he'll> about right, Wild," the scout declared, smiling grimly. "They'll be back soon
enough."
.
There was nothing to keep them there any longer, so Wild mouh~d. Spitfire and started to ride
back in the direction of the corral, Charlie fol lowing him as well as Hop. · Just as they got to
the corral they saw Jim and Arietta riding swifts
ly toward them. Jim let outl a shout when the
three appeared, and then Arietta waved her hat as
if she was .very glad to see them.
·
"What was- going on?" Jim shouted, when he
was yet a couple of hundred feet from them. "We
heard the shoot)ng, and Arietta.in sisted on coming
'Dack with me."
•
"Oh, there was nothing serious going on," the
young deadshot retorted, ~as he reined in the sox:rel stallion. "We lost track of Watkins, but we
came upon the two greasers, and we undertook .to
teach them a lesson that they won't soon forget,
though I have my doubts about it, at that."
.
"What did you do, Wild, show them some of
your fancy shooting? " the boy's sweethea rt asked,
smilingly .
. ·
,
"That's all, Et. Charlie did a little of it,· and s~
dip. I. Th~n we told them to get out of sight as.
quickly .as they co1dd, warning them that if they
should show up around .here again the_y .would· be
s-umma-rily dealt with." "But where is Watkins? "
·"He got away without us knowing where he
went. My opinion is that he must have seen us
coming, and decided that it was best to •leave this·
part of the range/'
·
~
· "He must have been- going over that way to
meet the two Mexicans ."
"Undoubt edly he was, blit seeing us coming he
changed his, mind. That's about the only natural
conclusion to draw, anyhow. But it's all rif,ht, little girl. We'll attend to Watkins later on.'
"Wild," the scout said, after thinking for a moment, "wouldn't .it be a good idea for me to go an'
hunt up Watkins? The sneakin' coyote mig'ht be ,
up to somethin' ."
.
"Well, if you feel that way, do it, Charlie."
·"All -r ight, I will. Jim kin come with me, if he
wants to, an' you an' Arietta kin stay here by the
corral till we come back. -It _hadn't oughter take
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us more than ha'if an hour to find him, 'cause I've
got a notion that he ain't gone very far. Most
likely he's wantin' to git where them two g1·easer;,
·s,. an' if they come· back an' he finds 'em one of
us will ride over this way an' let you know it in
a.jiffy. Then you'll know what to do."
"Yes, I'll know exactly what to do, Charlie. J'll
- just give the word and we'll rope the three of
them and turn them over to the sheriff just as
soon as we can get them to him. Go ahead if you
want to. We'll wait here and watch the buffaloes
till you come back."
Dart was, of course, willing ·to go with the
scout, so a couple of minutes later the two were
galloping away toward the woods that stretched
along the high ground close at hand. Hop watched
them for a moment in silence, and then he turned his horse and started after them.
,
"Me go lookee, too, Misler Wild," he said, and
then he handed the rifle he had brought with him
to the young deadshot to keep until his return.
"All right, Hop. · But if you should happen to
find them, don't try any of your funny tricks, but
come back and let me know as. soon as you can."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and then away rode
the Chinaman, heading in the direction of the.spot
where he had been in hiding when Watkins halted
near him.
Wild and Arietta dis~ounted, permitting theil'horses to· take advantage of the green grass that
was to be found close to the corral. The two walked over to the big gate of the i~~losure, and there
foung places. to sit down. Hop looked back as th.e y
did this and waved his hat, and then he went
galloping on, proceeding in a direction that was a
Jittle- to the left of that taken by Charlie and Jim.
The clever Chinee seemed to feel that he ought to
go <Urect to the spot where he had seen Watkins,
and the mor() he thought tliis way the more he
was inclined to do so. The result was -that he
kept · on riding, without seeing · anything
the
scout or Dart, until he came to the identica place.
As if it had been plaI1,ned, the Chinaman had
.scarcely got there w.hen he .heard, voices,. and then
the s·o unds made by horses as they moved slowly
through the underbrush. Hop got .back in the
.shrubbenr as before and dismounted. Then he
crept to a little opening in the"foliage and crouched to watch for who it might be coming. He hacl>
not been there more than a minute .or two w:h-en
·,the two greasers rode up,_both of them acting in a
very cautious m:anner .. They wei:e talking in low
tones, but it was in the SpaI)ish tongue, ·a nd Hop
could undersand but a f ew w:ords._ However, he
.knew by: the express.i ons .of their faces and the gesticulations they made that they were planning. _to
be ;:'evenged upon Young Wild West and his
friends.
.
·
. "Me fixee ! " the clever Chinee thought. "Maybe
ley feelee vel,1,Y muchee smart, but me al!ee samee _
smartee, too. .
.
The Mexicans did not dismount, but halted and
'' looked at the hoof-prints that showed plainly upon
the ground. Those ma,de by l;I op's horse could be
seen as well .as those of Watkins' steed. Greaser
Pete saicl, soinething to: his companion, and then
turned -his horse directly for the shrubbery, and
Hop felt that he was in danger. But he . had his
big, old-fashioned six~shooter ready, arid he meant
.to give the villains a scare if he found it was a
sure thing that they were going to fil)d him .. But
'it happened that th'e greaser changed hi s mind,

ff

and _when To~y called him, and pointed in the direction W atkms had gone, he turned his horse
and followed him. Hop waited until they got .a
short,,distance away, and then mounting his horse,
proceeded to follow them. The trail led him
through the thickest part of the shrubbery, wh$re
the grass and weeds were dry and it was impossible to proceed without making a crashing sound.
While the two villains· were quite some distance
ahead of him, he could hear them plainly as they
crashed their way through. When the Chinaman
had followed them about a quarter of a mile, he
gave a nod of satisfaction, for he now knew that
they were proceeding straight for the corral, and
that Wild and Arietta must surely see them when
they came into the open. He turned his horse to
find eas.ier traveling, and as he swung around near
the foot of the ridge a strange cracklin'g sound
suddenly came to his ears. Turning quickly, he
saw that the thick mass of bushes and weeds was
on fire. , But what was more, the wind was blowing
straight for the corral.
"Hip hi I" the Chinaman exclaimed, excitedly.
''Um bad gleasers, allee samee makee bigee fire.
Wan tee burnee um buffaloes. Me go t_ellee Misler
Wild1velly muchee quickee."
Then he went on to the foot of the descent at a
gallop and swinging around, found Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart riding furiously that way.
·"What have you been doing, heathen?" the
scout shouted. "Did you set that dry stuff on
fire?"
•
"No, Misler Chlll"lie,. um bad gleasers makee
fire, so be."
"Greasers, eh? Did you see 'em?"
"Lat light, Misler Charlie, ley light over Jere....
"Come on, ;Tim," and Charlie turned his horse
in the direction the Chinaman indicated, ai;id was
soon riding'furiously up the hill.
But Hop continued on until he was within a
quart.e r of a mile of the corral. He could see that
the · fire was gaining rapid headway, and it now
·spread out to a width of several hundred yards .
It was bearing down straight upon the 'corral, and
already the animals, inside it were becoming restless. Hop looked for Wild· !\nd Arietta, but could
see nothing of them. It is astonishing how ·fast a
prairie fire will gain headway where there is a
breeze blowing. With the speed of' a railroad train
it bo-re· down upQn the coTra1, · and Hop Wah
· found that he was forced to ride off lei the left in
order to escape it. As he got around ha lf a mile
further on, he suddenly caught sight of two riderless horses galloping oyer the :tange. He knew
tliem right away·. Orte' was- Young Wild West's
Sorrel stallion and the other the white broncho
belonging to Arietta. ·
"Whattee · mattee?" the Chinaman exclaimed,
looking around in a puzzled way. . Where Misler
Wild and Missee Alietta ?"
,·
. But the crackling and roaring of the flames was
the only answer to his query. Suddenly he· heard
a fierce bellowing, and then he saw the herd of
buffaloes rushing across the plain. 1:'he had brok·en from the corral, and, driven into a frenzy by
the .fire, were on a wild stampede. The Chinaman
put his horse to a gallop, heading for the t~o
frightened horses, which were running in a semicircle, showing that they merely wanted to get
out of danger. As he rode on he suddenly beheld
a ~ight that caused a ~hill to come over him,
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._- · Young Wild West and Arietta were running directly across the line of maddened buffaloes, in an
· endeavor to reach their horses.

mals, and a thrill of joy shot th r ougi1 him, f~r he
felt that they were saved.
But just then a fierce bull turned directly toward the girl, who was crouching behind tlte
rock. With a frightened cry Arietta leaped upon
the rock. Crack! She fired point-blank, but the
_
,
bullet took no effect, and ~the next thing she knew
CHAPTER .. IX.-Arietta's Fiery Race..
she was struck by the animal's head and sent upWild and Arietta became so interested in their ward. But the girl .grasped wildly to catch upon
conversation .that they failed to notice that their something, and .when she suddenly found herself
. horses. were straying quite a distance. The upon the bucalo's back she grasped one of the
patches of extra green grass here and there short horns and· kept herself· from falling. Then
her other hand caught the other horn, and she
f th t d
th tt t·
d t be tt t ·
e !! ee s, hung on like .grim death, . while the maddened
. eeeme O • a _rac mg e a en ion
. and after mbbl\ng at one spot for a . while, they
, would go on until they found another. It hap- beast turned back toward the rushing herd. Wild
• pened that the two were sitting with their backs had not seen what happened to• his sweetheart,
towards the . ridge, ana the · minutes flitted on · in for, l_le wa~ so busy shoo~ing and. shoving fresh
• this way until suddenly the sharp ears of the cartri dges mto the magazme of -his rifle that he
young deadshot detected sounds that caused him · had hot looked that way.
But when the scream sounded he looked around
. to leap to his feet and look around..
"Great Scott!" he exclaim~d. "Look there, Et. and found her u};)on the back of the maddened
Some one has started a fire, and it's swooping di- beast. He was appalled for the fraction 1 of a second,_ but .that was- all. H~ saw the bull heading
·
. rectly toward the corral."
· "Gracious, Wild I" the girl, exclaimed, as her ~traight for ~he approachmg buffaloes, and then
it was that his wonderful coolness showed itself.
face turned pale. "Let us get away from here."
They looked around for their horses, but just The roaring of the flames and the thunder of the
· then the two animals, frightened by the crackling hoofs had no effect upon the/oung deadshot. He
flames and the · smoke that was pouring upward, knew he must hold the her , or his sweetheart
would perish. His rifle began_ cracking. Crang,
started to gallop away.
"eome on, Et," the young deadshot said" coolly. crang, crangl He fired three shoots and down
"We hav.e got to catch the horses. If I can get went as many buffaloes, opening a passage for the
close enough to them to make Spitfire · hear my beast tha_t was carrying Arietta away. The boy
' whistle, he'll stop. Come on, little girl. I reckon could easlly have shot the bull, but he was afraid
evenrthing is all right. The fire can't overtake us, to do so, for when it fell, Arietta must go with it,
and then she would be trampled to death by the
thatrs· sure."
·
.i\rietta nodded, and tben the youn~ deadshot, rest of the herd. ·
He_kept on firing, however, and then when be·.
Hop's rifle in his hand, sped along with her directly across the side of the cotTal. But they were saw there was a good chance he sent a shot dinot half way across it when a fierce bellowing rectly at the heart of the bull. The beast swerved
sound·ed and then they saw the buffaloes come a s the chunk . of lead crashed through its heart
rushing out in full force. Cool, as he was in times and Arietta ·f elt it going down._ She shot a glanc:
of danger, the face of the young deadshot paled, around, for ev~n though she was badly frightened
for he saw that the animals 'Vere stretched out she had her wits partly about her. Waiting until
in a long line, and terrified at the fire that was ~he beast was almost to the ground as it was fallnow so close to them, they would hardly swerve mg, she leaped from its back and rari directly for
from their course. But it was out of the question the boy. Wild scarcely saw her, however for ho
to turn liack now, for that would·not benefit them '".as busy firin~. He was holding the herd all
a bit> There was only one thing to do, and that nght, and as his sweetheart narrowly missed bewas to keep on and try and get out of danger. • ing run down by one of the buffaloes, he shouted•
Seizing Arietta's hand, he forced her .t o a faster · "Hurrah I I've ·got them, Et. We are safe now.';
"Oh, Wildt" the girl exclaimed, as she ran to
pace. But the buffaloes were now so close to them
that it was out of the question to get away from him, trembling with fear and excitement. "That
was an awful ride I had. It was but a short disthem.
" Et," the boy called out, suddenly, as they came tance, however."
"Y~s, but it would have b~n a great deal furto a slight depression in the ground, where there
was a good-sized rock, "lie down quickly. I am go- ther 1f the bull had been permitted to go straight
ahead. He was dodging and bucking about as if
ing to try and hold the herd."
The boy did not know how many cartridges he wanted to di ; ve the rest of them back. •I could
there were in the magazine of Hop's rifle, but he have shot him right at the start, little girl but I
'
had plenty with him, and he began pushing them dared not do it."
"I know, ~ild," and then the girl sank do~
in the slide -at the side, finding that there was
,
on the rock.
room for three more.
But ,Wild, having lield the herd, realized that a
"I've got fourteen shots here, Et!" he exclaimed, as the gjrl hastened to do as he told her. "Now new peril threatened him. The grass was pretty
.short that side of the corral, yet there was enough
then, get busy with your revolver."
That was all he could say, for the buffaloes of it to make plenty of flames, and he knew that
were upon them. Crang, crang, crangl The boy they would barely have time to get out of its
began firing, and buffaloes dropped. Crack, crack, reach.
crack! Arietta lent aid with her revolver, but · "Brace up, little girl!" Wild called out as he
only succeeded in downing one of them. On they took her by the arm. I held the herd long ~nough
came, and Wild· fired three more shots in quick to ave you, and I am satisfied. Now then, we
succession. This made a split in the rushing ani- must get to the horses.''
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., The two started to. run again, and just then
Hop Wah came. galloping up.
·
, "Hully uppee, Misler Wild I Me takee Missee
Alietta," the Chinaman shouted.
..
The i'Oung deadshot beckoned for him to come
on, and scarcely giving him time to come to a
halt, he seized Arietta and swung her upon the
back of the · steed.
"Go on!·" he shouted, excitedly. "I can outrun
the fire, and I know it."
Then Arietta fainted, which was only natural.
Brave as she was, the fearful- strain -she had undergone during the past few minutes h~d been
to much for her. But Hop Wah held her upon the,
back of the horse, and quickly got out of the reach
of the roaring flames,. Wild easily eluded them,
too, and then when he saw the fire rapidly dying
~mt where the grass was too short to feed it, he
gaye a nod of satisfaction and said:
"Everything is all right, Et. We dqn't care anything about the buffaloes. But I want to find the
persons who started that fire."
·
"Um two gleasers, Misler Wild," Hop an_s;wered,
quickly. . _
.
"All right. You go and get Spitfire and be
.., quick aboµt it."
·
,Arietta was--dropped to the ground, and while
the young deadshot was -reviving her, the clever
Chinee su<;ceeded in catching the sorrel stallion.
, He r,ode back leading him, .and Arietta's horse
then ·started to follow.
"Y-0u stay right here with Hop," Wild said to
his sweetheart, who was, now -sitting on the
ground, pale but rapidly recovering.
'
She gave a nod, and then mounting Spitfire, the
y.oung deadshot ga~loped away in the direction the
fire had started -from. He rode with th-e speed of
the wind, and a s he came to the burned ridge,
. which was still smoking, w.hile here and there an
evergreen tree was still blazing, he heard three
shots. Toward the bushes the boy went, and two
,minutes later "he got to the top and came in sigh_!;
of Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart. But that was
not .all. They had a prisoner with them.
"Hello, boys!" 'the young deadshot called out,...as
he rode swiftly to meet them. "Got one of them,

eh?" .
"Both of 'em, Wild," the scout answered. "One's
dead; an' the otlier is alive. This is Greaser Pete,
all right. The other feller tried to git us, s.o me
a n' Jim jest had to drop him, that's all. I don't
know which of us fired the shot that done it, but
he's .dead, jest the same."
It had not been very difficult for Charlie and
Jim to find the greasers, for they. !\ad undoubtedly.
left their horses loose while they i;tarted the fire
going, and the crackling of the flames had frightened them and left them on foot. It might have
been good luck that caused the scout and Dart to
come in sight of them, but when they did they
bore .down upon them swiftly, and then . it was
that Tony opened fire upon them, with the result
that he got shot himself,
·
· "Well, Pete,'; the young deadshot said, in hi s
cool and easy way, "you see what you got for coming back. I• gave you a chance, but you wouldn't
take it. Now then, if you don't wear a rope.necktie
inside of a couple of weeks, I'll miss my gues s.
Come right along now, and .don't go tooegging for
mercy, f or I won't listen to you."
The fire had, of course, attracted every cowboy
working on th e rangt!, and by the time they got

over to the corral, which was now ruined, there
were as many as a dozen of them th~re. _The
buffaloes had become scattered 'so that but few of
them could be seen at all. But this amounted to
nothing, the young deadshot declared, since he
had been able to hold the herd long enough to
save Arietta's life. Watkins was· not there, but as
they were at a halt and dismounted at the edge
. of the burned strip, he rode up with one of the
other cowboys.
"Hello, Watkins!" Wild called out, smilingly;
"We have got one of your friends here. The other
is dead."
"He ain't my friend," -the rascally cowboy answered, his face paling slightly. "You go back on me?" Greaser .Pete called out,
angrily. "Me verra much you friend, Wat."
"Shet up!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "We
kuow all about it." •
"Hold up your hands, Watkins,'' Wild said, as
he s.tepped over to him. "I reckon you're a prisoner."
·
·
·
"Me a prisoner!" cried the man.
·" Yes. I'll just take your gun .from you, pnd yoll
can ride on to the ranch with. us. We know all
about · your meeting last ni~ht with the two
greasers, so don't say anythmg more aoout it.
You tried to get away with a steer, and that'9
enough to send you up for a while. But the fact
that you had two such villains as your· ffierids
ought to be almos,t ·enough · to hang you. -Now don't try to say anything at all. The less you
have 'to say the better it will be fot you."
"All I want to say is that I never done. 011e
wrong thing since I've been workin' on the range
here," the prisoner declared earnestly. "I'll admit
that I was goin' to , steal that steer, but .I .didn't
do· it. I told them two friends of mine to keep
away- from here, an' not show up ag'in, but they
wouldn't . do as I wanted 'em to. I ,. happened to
see' em when you seen_me ridin' from the corral,
an' I was jest goin' to warn 'em to git away
afore you found 'em. I'm innocent of doin-' anything wrong since I've been workin' for H,oss
Thompson, Young Wild West, an' you kin believe •
me or not. That's all I've got to say."
_
"All right. Let it go at that for the present."
It was noon when our friends got back to the
ranch. ' There was much excitement there, for the
fire had be.en seen, of course. But it died out w
·q uickly that hey felt rather easy, not thinking
that it had done any damage. When Arietta told
of her thrilling ride on the back of the bull and
her fier y race, there was muc,b cheering, and
Young Wild West was declared a hero once more.
But he was very modest about it, and told them
he was satisfied with having been able to hold
the herd long- enough, and that he did not care
. what became of the rest of the buffaloes.
"The best thing to do with them is to 'round
them up and shoot those that can't be managed,"
he said, a l'ittle later, while talking it over with
Hoss Thqmpson. '!'We'll get at it to-morrow, and
you can bet I'll lend a hand; '
His suggestion was carried out, though it took
them three days before they got the herd into
another corral. Greaser Pete had been turned
over to a deputy sheriff at Short Creek, but Wild
had decided that Watkin s had really done no
wrong, so he was permitted to go, and he loE-t no
time in getting . to the other side of the Rio
Grande. But giving him his liberty really did
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him no good, for the very ·next day he wa s shot
and killed in a drunken brawl with some Mexicans who sympathized with G1·easer Fete and
Tony. Our friends were not long in hearing the
news, for one of the cowboys picked it up w~ll
down the river.
· "Well," said Young Wild West, 's haking his
he.ad, "I really think there was a lot of good in
Watkins. But it seems that he wasn't to live to
give it a chance to come out. The fact that one of
his parents was an American and the other of
Mexican 'blood didn't make him any the worse."
Yet he had a tendency to steal, and though I honestly believe he never stole anything from here,
there is no telling how far he might have gone if
h~ had been successful in getting away with the
steer yesterday. It's too bad, but it ·can't be helped. ·A man who can't carry himself straight 1n
this part of the country. is likely to get his medicine at almost any time."
· .
"What will they do with Pete, as you call him,
Wild?" Arietta asked.
"Oh, he'll get about ten years for starting the
fire that ruined our corral and set the buffaloes
free."
"Serves. the sneakin' coyote good an' right, tool"
Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed. "A bad greaser is
on about the same footin' as a bad redskin, an' I
ain't got no sympathy for any of 'em."
Our hero decided to spend just a week at Buckhorn Ranch and then strike out on another trip up
through New Mexico and into Arizona. When he
~ let Hoss know the day he meant to leave, the
ranch boss tried to coax him to remain a little
longer. But failing to do this, he set about on the
quiet to haye what he called a surpris.e party at
the ranch. Unknown to the young deadshot or t~e
friends who traveled with him over the wildest
parts of the country in search of fortune an'd adventure, Hoss sent out invitations to the neighborlng ranches, as weir as to almost the entire population of Short ,Creek. The party was to be held
o)l the afternoon and evening of the last day they
/ were to remain at Buckhorn, and it is. needless .to
say that those re'ceiving the invitation took kindly to it.
.
.
. Certainly Young Wild West was very popular
in that part of Texas. But there were quite a
nurpber who had drifted down that way and intended to live there permanently who had never
met him. So clever were the ,range J>oss and his ·
wife about it all that no preparatiens were ~ade
at the ranch at all. A few of those invited had
been instructed to bring along the eatables, so it
was not until shortly after dinner on that day that
they got an inkling of what was going on. Cowboys, and cowgirls came riding t o the house in
droves, and now ~nd ~hen a buckboard carr~ing_ a
ranchIJlan and his wife, an_d ·very often their httie children, appeared. /' ·
"What do you think of this, Wild ?" Arietta
said, as they were gathered on the porch watching
the people as they arrived. •
,·
" Well, it seems as if they're giving u s a _s.ur,,, · prise, Et," was the reply. "I reckon Hoss and ·
Stella got up this job. But it's all right. We can
s.tand surprises just a s _well a s any one else, I
think."
,
"Oh, yes. But it's very good of them, too. We
can have -a good time, for I notice that there is a
man with a violin in. the party. That means a

dance."·

.

The guests kept on ari;iving, and by the niidd1e
of the afternoon there must have been as many as
a hundred and twenty ther e. Hop Wah, the clever
Chinee, came in for some of the honors, as uiiual.
For an hour in the early part of .the evenvig ·he
entertained the guests with a sleight-of-hand performance, and the applaus,e he received was cer~ainly great, while many of them looked upon him
a s being a sort of superior being.
· "Say, boss," Cheyenne Cha:;lie said to the
ranchman, after he gave up trying to coax Hop
to go with him, "I've been listenin' to what you
have been sayin' to the heathen. You couldn't git
him away from us. if you was to give him a million dollars a month."
"Lat light, Misler Charlie," Hop piJ?ed, and he
smil'ed s,weetly at the scout. "Me likee y9u so much
me no leavee."
"Oh, you don't like me any too well, but I reckon
you couldn't live without bein' wit4 us not very
long, anyhow. The chances are you wouid git into
a -game of draw poker an' cheat somebody an' kit
shot, anyhow. While you're witl} ·us you know you
have · alway.s got somebody to back yer up when
you git in trouble."
.
'-'Me knowee Jat, Misler Charlie, But me m,
leavee, anyhow. Hip hi, hoolay, for Young ·wild
West and evelybody!"
Those nearest to him promptly took it up, and a
rousing cheer went up, Others ran to the spot,
and th.a- result was, that somebody else proposed
three cheers £.or Young Wild ·west and his friends,
and it was given lustily. But the young deadshot•
and his friends were quite equal to the occasion,
and they made it as pleasant as possible for them
all; and the time that rouowed was. enjoyed ·as
much by them as the rest.
·
-The affair did· not break up until well along in
the night, and when they retired to ~heir rooms
after it was all over it was with a feeling of deep
satisfaction. But even though they had little sleep
tha.t night, they adhered to their plan, and about
nine the next morning they bade good-by·. to those
at the ranch and rode away, more than satisfied
with their visit at Buckhorn .
Next week's iss~e will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE TEN COWPUNCHERS; OR,
BESTING A BAD BUNCH." .

BLACK WOLVES RAVAGING.
Black timber wolves, a rarity in the district.
have invaded the Chief Lake and Murch Lake
regions nea1· Prince George, B. C., and are killing
off moose and other big game. ~lbert Miller,
trapper, following some wolf tracks, came on the
scene of a fierce battle. The snow was trampl~
and stained with blood, sltowing ' the moose hlMI
·put up a great fight before dying.
.
Miller set a trap in the vicinity ~~d caught one
of the pack. The skin measured eight feet frODl
tip to tip, but Miller could get only the bounty,
as the skin had been so badly ripped by the moose
that it was unsalable.
Trappers and hunters a r e preparing for an ~xterminatic;n drive, fearing ve:cy little game will be
left in the regi0n. ,
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he r, and she r ecoiled furth er from him. Just
moment before ·the man spoke the door opened
and ·a yout h of eighteen, in the ca p and blueTHE BOY ENGINEER
I'
jeans of a locomotive stoker, came in.
He- was a handsome, dark-complexioned fellow,
Or, Railroading in the Wild Weat
with a powerful figure.
He gave a violent start when he. heard what
By DICK ELLISON
Despard said.
Rushing fo1·ward in a burst of indignation, he
ca ught the man by the collar of his coat, slung
A Serial Story
him across the room and cr ied angrily:
•"'You co,,·ard !"
"Oh, lfrank," gasped Jennie, "I am so glad you
CHAPTER I.
cam~!"
.
Making an Enemy.
. Despard brought' up against the wall with a·
shock that made his teeth rattle, and, whirling·.
While Pret t y Jennie Carter sat in the wa iting- around, he glared at the plucky boy in a baleful
room, at the Newtown terminus of the Midland • manner, while his face turned pale with vindictive ;
Pacific Railroad, the door opened and a man fury.
.
named Simon Despard entered the depot.
"You dog!" he fairly screamed. "How dare you
The girl was the daughter of .the telegraph iay your dirty paws on me? I'll put you in jail .
operator at Rocky Hill, and Despard was one of for that, blast you!"
·.
the directors of the road.
"See here, Simon Despard," exclaimed the boy,'
. As tneir glances met an expression of fear forcing himself to calm down, "I heard you
shone in Jennie's blue eyes, and she suddenly threaten this young lady. Any person who would
• arose and started a s if to leave the room. But the be guilty of such a deed is a rank cur. Moreover, :
tall gaunt figure 'Of the stylishlr.-di;essed man I am tempted to give you a thrashing for your.
barred her way, and an evil smile crossed his brutal conduct."
sallow features as he fixed a piercing glance of
He doubled up his fist s and advanced toward
his keen black eyes upon her and tipped his hat the· man with such a threatening ·air that I)espard
1n a polite" bow.
•
r ushed over to the door, crying:
: .
"Ah, "!:f-is~ C_arter!" he exclaimed in his oiliest • "Don't you dare to strike me! Don't :you dar_
el"
tones.
This 1s. _a most unexpe?~~ed pleasure, I .
"Let him go, Frank," pleaded Jennie. "You'll: "-' •
asi;:ire you. Waiting for a tram• ,,
. .
- , only get yourself in trouble if you attack him. ·
Good-afternoon, Mr. Despard, sh answered He is not worthy of your notice."
.
in a constrained way. ."Yes ; I've, been to New.. "So?" sneered the man, pausing at' the door. ·
town to do some shoppmg, and Im on my way . "Thi s nameless loafer is your hero is he? It was ·
home."
· .
_ .
for him you' sp\lrned me, was it'? Well, you'll
The ~an cast a quick, -furtive glance. around, biterly regret it before I am through with you. ·
and, seemg no one prese~t ,to o".erhe:i,r lu_s wordsz And as for you," he added, pointing a finger at .
he suddenly grasped Jenme s wrist witft his gloveo the youhg stoker, "I'll see that you are discharged
hand, bent close ~ her and a sked, eagerly:
from your job on -this railroad ~morrow for in- •
"Have you considered the prop?sal I made you suiting me. in this gross manner. · You'll never • ..
las t week_? Are you ready to give me your a-n- marry that girl if l can prevenf..1t. And if you
swer? \\'.ill you marry me·? "
did, what name could you give her, . eh? Ha, ha, ·
The girl became yery nervo~s, and he! soft ha I"
.
'
white cheeks ~ushed; b_ut. she Jerked her hand
And with this mocking laugh Despard flunc
· away and recoiled, exclaimmg:
open the door and departed leaving the boy pale
• · "Mr. Despard, I ~m only seven~en and too and agitated.
'
·
th
s
young to marry. Beside , I, care no mg for you,
Jennie glided over to him with a troubled look
as I have· already-told you. ' ·
on her face.
'
"Nonsense' Nonsense! Don't forget I am a
"Oh F
k,, h
'd
h 1 'd h h d 0 ·
rich man. 1· love you intensely. I can give you h'
• r!Fh• tes e s~ 'thas s e
d'de\ an s ~
.
1
to
live
in--every
luxury_
1s
arm,
w
a
ver
m
e
·
:,vor
I
e mean . .
1 th mg, a pa ace
fi ne co
.
•
Speak out. You look so worried."
a_nd you ,,would occupy a fine po ion m so"He told the truth," replied the boy in low
c~e.~ylt--:-:- . 1 ,,, · te
pted Jenni' e "I-I-'!. tones. "I am a foundling, Jennie, and he knows it.
- "Y 1s Iuse ess . th m ?"rru
·
D an O'H ara, th e engmeer,
·
· k ed me up some
h'ssed
the man
a dark rud
vi
pie
1
.
ou ove . ano er , .
and a~ an r
wher e in my babyhood, and he and his childless ·
scowl sweep11:g over his brow
g Y wife · Mary •have brought me up in ignorance of
gleam from his eyes.
.· . ,,
The .,.;rl recovere,;l her composul'e and nodded my 01 igm. ·
.
her head·
"You never told me this before."
"Yes ,,· she replied. "I am not ashamed to
"I was ashamed to."
dmi~"
·
"But you need not have been. It would not
a A cry of rage escaped Simon Despard, and he have made me think any the less of you," said the
•strode up to her, shook his clenched ~st in the girl. "Sit. down here. My .train won•~ be alonf, .
for five mrnutes yet, so we can have a httle chat.
81· and exclaimed in excited tones:
~'So that's why you spurn · me eh? Well, you'll
"You got my note, of course?"
.
never have him-never-never!' I swear· it! I'd
"Oh, yes,''. she laugh~. "You _asked me to meet .
k"ll
you
first!"
you
hel'e
to-day,
and
Ive
kept
my
word
as
you
1
A stifled cry of alarm burst from Jennie's lips, can see. ~ow, Frank, try to forget . old •Despa~1 \
for the savage look on Despard's fa ce ter1'ified and we will talk about our own affairs. How diu

FAST MAIL FRANK

•
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you make oQt with your examination for a license
as an engineer?"
"Fine," he answered, smiling brightly. "I passed
all right, Jennie, and I can thank old Dan for it,
as he taught me nearly all I know while I worked
·
as stoker for him in his cab."
"And now?"
"Well, I've made an application for an engine
on this road, and I got a very nice letter from
Colonel -Mortimer Livingston1 the president, saying he would see tQ.at I got tne first vacancy that
occurred, as he thinks a great deal of my fos~rfather."
"How kind of him," said Jennie. "I ·tell lou,
Frank, he is a very fine old .gentleman, an no
mistake. Every employee of Toe road, I'm ~ld,
thinks the world of the colonel. - I am quite sure
he will ,protect you against Despard and get you
•
a locomotive."
"Why do you say that?"
"Can't you see? Despard won't dare to injure
you for fear his cowardly attaclc on me may be
exposed and disgrace him."
"Don't you count on that," replied · Frank,
shaking his head. "He is vindictive, and wouldn't
hesitate at any mean trick to get revenge. Besides
that, Colonel Livingston may be deposed as presirent of the Midland Pacific Railroad at any moment."
"Why, how is that?" asked Jennie in surprise.
"I don't understand all the points about the control of railroads," answered Frank, "but I've.
.. heard that the stockholders of our road are split
into two factions. They each have a leaderthe · colonel on one side and Despard on the otner.
Each is striving to control the road. .If Livingston is deposed, Despard will be president, and
I am sure he would not tolerate me after what
has passed."
"Don't borrow trouble; wait till it comes,"
laughed Jennie, and then she and Frank branch~
off onto other topics and talked away until a local
came along, on which Jennie departed.
Simon Despard, in compan1. with another man,
boarded the same train for Bison City just before
it left; but Frank did not see them.
The bo'y then strolled toward the roun<i-house,
thinking about his pretty little sweetheart, whom
he had known for several years, when she a nd
her father lived next door to him in Newtown
Ralph Carter, although a pleasant man, was a
hard drinker; but he idolized his daughter, and
•
s he had a great affection for him.
When the boy reached the round house he
boarded "Old 24," as his locomotive was named,
to help his father oil the machinery, ~polish t he
steel and brasswork, and fill the boiler.
It was a splendid engine, ahd was. considered
the fastest that ever pulled a mail car from Newtown to Bison City.
"Hello, pop!" he sung out to the white-haired,
i;mooth-faced old engineer who stooo in the cab.
"You look rather gloomy."
"Faith, it's downhearted I'm feelin' entoirely,
me bye," replied Dan, shaking his head solemnly:
"An', bedad, it's a raison I have fer it, at all, at
... all. Sure' it's as if I wor goin' ter me own funeral."
"Bosh! Cheer up! That's • only superstition,

IJOP,"

"Well, begorra, I don't know what ther loikes a;v
it is, but it has ther grip av the Ould Boy on me
jest ther same," said Dan, sadly. "An' looker here,
Frank, if annything should hapRen me, take good
care av r.er ould mother, for it s a good soul she
is, _a n' it s you that's the apple av her eye, d'yer •
·
momd?"
"Bless her heart," replied the boy, warmly.
"I'd lay down my ·very life for mother, and you
know it, dad. But cheer up. Nothing is going to
happen to you. It's only a melancholy fit you've
got, and by to-morrow you'll be all over it a s sure
as fate. Let me tell you some news. I've seen
Jennie and had a fus s with Despard."
"Look out fer that feller, Frank. He's a deep
rascal."
"I detest him already. Now let m~ tell you what
he did," and, while helping Dan, the boy rattled
• off his story and ended with:
"And now, pop, it's up to you to explain to me
jus.t who my parents were, what my right name
is, and where you found me. Unless I know all
this such fellows as Despard can go around insulting me and making me feel ba d whenever they
·
choose."
A serious expression came over Dan's face,
and a.fter a few moments' deep thought he replied •
' .
in quick, excited tones. :
"Frank, me lad, it's a saycret I've guai:ded
since ye wor a little choild. But feelin' a s I does
that mebbe somethin' may be after happenin' ter
me,, I've made up me moind ter confiss all to r_er.
There's no wan but me knows yer histhry, dyer
moind, an' it wouldn't do fer me ter die widout
tellin' yer what y~r oughter know. Before- ther
noight is ot er, Frank, I'll tell yez a shtory about
yerself that will make yer oyes open wide wid
amazement."

- .--

'•

CHAPTER II.
Shot in the Cab.

Just before five o'clock Old 24 stood on t he
westbound track in the depot, coupled to the mail
car, three passenger coaches and a Pullman sleeper.
A team of sweating horses, hitched to a car- .
r iage, came galloping down to the gate, the driver
lashing the animals and yelling at the people to
get out of his way.
Open flew the- door and out sprling . Colonel
sident of the Midland :Pacific road,
Livingsto11,
o of the directors.
followed by
The white arded old gentleman was as pale
as death, and his two companions were frantic ,
with excitement a s they rushed into the depot.
1 Catching sight of the t r ain, a smile of joy came
·
over Mr. Livingston's face.
"Gentlemen," he exclaimed, " we are in time to
catch the 5 :05, and if there is any virtue left in
Old 24 we will reach Bison City before nine
1·uin us."
"Thank heaven for· that!" mutte1·ed one of the
dire.ctors, earnestly.
"Speak to the engineer, Livingston," added the
other in excited. tones.
Just then Charley White, the train dispatcher,
and Dick and the conductor came along and saluted the three gentlemen respectfully.
"White/' exclaimed the president, sharply, "I
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~ant you to have the track cleared for Old 24.
We are gojng to Bison City in her, and intend to
go through at express speed. Do you understand?" ·
"It shall be done, 11.ir," and the· train dispatcher
hurried away to see that the president's order was
carried out.
"Hey, Dan O'Hare!" shouted the old gentleman
to the engineer, as he reached the locomotive cab
and peered inside. ·
"Yis, Mr. Livingston," replied Dan, making his
appearance.
"How m_any stops will you make between here
and Bison City?"
"Only wan, sor, at Hopedale."
"Very well. I want you to put your engine
through jus,t as fast as it can go. At what time
are you due .fa Bison City to-night?"
"Nine o'clock, sor."
"You must make it by eight;;thirty. You absolutely must, Dan!"
"That manes fifty moiles an hour, Mr. Livingston."
"I don't care if it means a hundred. I must
reach Bison City in time. to attend an important
meeting of the board of directors which is to be
called to order at nine o'clock at the railroad office. If you fail to get us there in time I will be
a ruined man. Do you understand me?"
"Mr. Livingston, I'll land yer in Bison City at
8:30 or I'll thr ow up me job."
"Good! Good! I know I can rely on you,
O'Hara. You are looked upon as the most expert engineer in our employ, and I trust you implicitly."
"Thank yer, sor."
"Got a good fireman?"
"I have Frank, my son."
"Ah, yes; he's a good boy, too. I've had my eye
on that young fellow for some time. He wants a
job as engineer, and if he stokes for you to-night
so that we'll reach the terminal in time, his
chances will be much better."
"I shall do my duty, sir," replied Frank, with
a smile.
"Very well. Now, Dick Rand," he added to the
conductor, "it's up to you to see that not a moment is· lost during the run."
"Has anything serious ·happened, sir?" asked
the conductor, anxiously.
"It has. I don't mind explaining matters, too,
so you will realize the,importance of not losing a
moment. Two parties are fighting for control of
this road. I head one faction and Despard heads
the opposition. If this party gains control the
road will be ruined. A vote is to be taken to-night
at. the meeting of the board of directors. Three
votes will keep the balance of power in my hands.
Despard schemed to keep we three away eo we
could not vote."
• "Why didn't you go on the 4 :15, -sir? Then you
·
would have had plenty time."
"Because Despard caused us to miss that train
by a cunning device. At luncheon he must have
drugged our wine and left us. We have been in
the hospital, where we were revived less than an
hour ago," and so saying, Mr. · Livingston and the
two directors boarded the parlor-car.
"All aboard!" came the cry a moment after-·
ward.
Dong! went the starter's song; the conductor

25

gave the signal and the train ran out of the depot.
01-d Dan was at the throttle, and Frank had ·
the furnace door open and was shoveling in the
coal a~d attending to the draught.
S~rai~ht out on thE: glistening 1·ails· ran Old
24, Joltmg over the switches, darting past towers
and semaphores, running over culverts and final'
ly emerging on a rolling plain.
Once out of N~wtown, the old engineer increased speed until at length they were flying
along at tb.e rate o! fifty miles an hour
"She's almost up tier ther top n~tch now
F'.rank, " said Dan, as he set the ,sector and '
glanced at the steam gauge. "Barrin' accidents
we'll get .her inter Bison City be 8:30, an' Mr'.
,.
.
Livingston will be saved. "
"There can be no doubt of D,espard's rascality,"
ans:wered t_he b?Y, "for I have had a rough expenence with ·him myself."
;, An' so have I, Frank. He held a mortgage for
a thousand dollars on our home, but, thank heaven, I paid it off several .days ago."
Some cattle we're crossing the tracks ahead
'
and Dan pulled the whistle cord.
Mile after mile was covered, the locomotive
~peeding over grades, cross,i ng bridges and swingmg around curves.
As they passed the local trains they saw passenger and freight trains sidetracked to let them
.
go by.
The gloom of night was gathering fast now,
and the glare from the headlight shot over the
pilot and lighted tip the ties in the ballasted
roadbed ahead.
As they rushed th1·ough a cut in the forest,
Frank examined the furnace again, and, picking
. up his shovel, stepped back in the tender.
There was a big tarpaulin over a section of the
coar, and he stooped down, . seized the edge and
flung it back to get at it easier.
A cry of amazement escaped him, for there
lying half bu1·ied in the coal under the canvas'
'
wae. the figure of a boy in ragged clothes.
"G1:"eat guns!" exclaimed Frank, _recoiling ii\
astomshment. "What's this ?"
Dan glanced around at him in some surprise.
"What's that?" he demanded, curioµsly.
"There's a stowa.way!"
"Bad cess ter ther spalpeen !"
The boy was dirty from the coaldust and held
a small black parcel.
He sat bolt upright, blinking at them a moment,
and then he relucta.ntly scra,µibled to his feet and
cried, pleadingly:
"Say., don't hurt me, mister-don't hurt me."
"Who the deuce are you, annyway?" growled
Dan.
"I'm Joe Fox, boss. I'm only a poor feller, but
I w.uz paid ten dollars ter do yer up, but I'm
blamed if I had ther heart ter kill yer."
Frank and his foster-father glared at the boy
.,
.
in amazement.
"You were paid to lay us out?" echoed the
former.
"That's wot, boss.. D'yer see ·this, here package:
It's filled with dynamite. I wuz told ter sneak
aboard of this here tender in Newtown an' pat
ther black parcel among ther coal, so you'd scoop.it up an' chuck it inter ther locomotive furnace
an' blow ther hull blessed thing up."
(To be continued)
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Cassidy-Phwat are yez drinkin' so fast fer,
Moike? . Flanagan-Begorrah, I want to get
through before I get drunk.

SPIDER'S WEBS FOR SILK.
In Madagascar experiments have been inade
with a spider's web as a substitute for silk. The
resu~ are so encouraging that Henri Blin has
hopes that a great industry will be the result.

Police Magistrate-You say you are called Lily.
Where did you get that .name? The Tramp-Because I toil not, neither do. I spin.

I

ITEMS OF INTEREST

Harry-You and Tom appear to be the best of
friends. Dick-Why shouldn't' we be? .we-.never
say what we think of each other.

MIRRORS FOR MACARONI.
By using mirrors to supplement the sun in dryThe Doctor-You have a bad ~old, Mr. Jiggs.
ing macaroni, manufacturers of the product have I'll give you soiµe pills for it. Jiggs-Oh~ never
found the color to be more satisfactorily pre- mind, doctor. You can have it for nothing.
served, since the deep · yellow tint is not bleached
so ·easily, and the flavor also is said to l>e iin-·
Mr. Dumhead-Nelson was· coming to call, but
tiroved. The process is quicker than sun-bleach- I told him you would be engaged this eveningmg.
.
Miss Olemade, 'rapturously-Oh,- William!
0

ARMORED BEAST OF TEXAS FOUND IN
OLD MIGRATORY BATTLEGROUND
Discovered by Professor Elmer- S. Riggs, of
Chicago, who, for two years led expeditions for
the Field Museum of Natural History into Patagonia and Boliva, the fossilized shell of a rnonstei ·
armor-backea beast, the glyptodon, was placed
·on display in the museum here to-day. Experts
say this monster llved 1,000,000 years ago in what
is now Mexico and Texas, says "The .C hristian ·
Science Monitor."
Down in the Tarija Valley, near Tupica, Bolivia,
Professor Riggs located the scene of a meeting
. between opposing migrations of North ~nd South
American animal life, indications of which he·
k found in vast fossil beds where skeletons of animals from · both hemispheres lie in the clay and
sandstone. Search.in the clay bank of a stream
revealed· the beast now displayed 1,600,000 years after the formidable animal roamecl the earth.
·
)

DEAD LETTER OFFICE HIDES MANY
UNSOLVED-SECRETS
No place in .the world, perhaps, holds as many
~
urisolved mysteries in as many odd forms as does
0
U:Qcle Sam's Dead Letter Office in Washington,
.1iays "l'he Popular Science Monthly."
Not only is this small morgue the final resting
-place for lette1·s and parcels that go astray because of faulty addresses, but it is also the repos1 .,

"So Ambishious has a chieved fame, has he?"
asked the philosoP.her. "He has," replied the
che.erjul chap. ~•Bnlliant-things said by other men·
are now credited to hini."
Mrs. Highblower-Elsie, you never speak outside of the quarrels between your· p_a pa and myself, clo you? Elsie-Oh, no, mamma·. But when
ar~ plea~an~ ~ ea~~ other ~ always mention

h~u

The Idiot-..:.But you don't know wherein lies the
difference between a ,good cook and a poor ·printer's devil. The Victiin_:_Unbu,r den your soul. The
Id_iot-One forms th_e pie and \he ot~er -pi!!s the
.
. ______
.
form.
•
•
•
.
Blobbs-Nqvlywed's wife is a cookin&'--school
girl, and she has been feeding -him on angel food,
Slobbs-What effect has it had on him? J3lobbsW ell, I think he has rather given up tlie idea oC
ever becoming an angel .

.,,

..

Judkins-I learn that through your agent you
have bought the properties on either side of your
hovse, and got them cheap. How did you manage
it? Foxley-'-Easily enough. My wife is an elocutionist, my daughter plays the banjo, George
the cornet, I the violin, Bob the banjo, Charley
rattles the bones, and little Johnnie has the drum.
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CRAZED IN A NIGHT

sort _to what proved to be an exceedingly desper- ..,...
ate measure.
~
One winter's evening he and a few kindred
spirits sat drinking in Reinhost's cellar, Franz
Starwitz is a little old-fashioned Saxon .town, von Kugel had d1·unk beer until he was tired of •
· which owes its only importance to the fact that it, and until he was also tolerably intoxicated, and
it has for some centuries been the seat of a uni: the bad 1anguage of himself and his equally
ve:i;sity, which, in the Middle Ages, produced mul- drunken associates had driven Gretchen into her
titudes of learned monks and captious schoolmen, own 1:ittle distant corner, where she sat working
and, in 'the seventeenth century, nourished a brood a purse for her lover.
of prosy divines.
"Girl!" shou~ed Von Kugel loudly, as he
The place now floods all Germany with meta- brought do";n his.fist. on the. table, "brjng us some
physicians and pastors, but during the last hun- ,brandy I"
•
dred years its influence has · been greatly ex: Wilhelm Reinhost was absent, and his daughtended by the addition to .the university of a med- ter, who doubtless "thought that her father's
ical school, which was founded and liberally en- guests had already had sufficient liquor, pretended
·dowed some three ~enerations . ago by Doctor not to hear, and devoted all her attention to the
Kasper von Beidermaier, a skillful surgeon who purse.
.
8.!Jlassed a tolerably large fortune in Staw-itz.
Franz muttered an oath, and went stumblingly
Fifty years later, the prettiest girl in the town across the floor toward her.
"Bring us some brandy, you wench, I say," he
was one Gretchen, the only daughter of Wilhelm
Reinhost, the innkeeper; and among the medical cried, as he stood before her. "One would think
students t>f the university was a certain Carl Hals, that you were deaf, or that that miserable purse
a good-looking young fellow, who was rather was your only occupation in life."
_more clevei;- and studious than most of his com"Steady!" ejaculated a voice behin,d him. "Von
panions. Carl's studies did not, however, keep Kugel, you are drunk, and had better go to your
him entirely away from Reinhost's cellar; and lodgings."
'
·
Reinhost's beer, if the truth must be told, was
Carl had entered, and with his hands in hie
. nQt the only attraction which drew young Hals to pockets he gazed coolly at Franz, who turned conthe innkeeper's house.
temptuously toward him.
"And what right," asked the latter, with anIn fact, Gretchen's · eyes always had a merry
smile for Carl and for no other, and Carl so ef- other oath, "have you to interfere?"
"You shall not speak to Fraulein Reinhost in
fectually reciprocated the compliment that in •
cou1·se of time it began to be an understood thing that way," said Carl determinedly; "nor, indeed,
that the handsome student was to marry old Rein- to any woman, while I am by."
host's daughter. The matter, it is true, was JilOt
"Humph!" returned Von Kugel, who 1 with a ...
. officially proclaimed; but, • as Carl was fre- sudden access of· Dutch courage, confronted hie
quently chaffed abQut it, and never denied the soft successful rival and looked ·ridiculously war-like
impeachment, . public notificatipn of the engage- and offensive. ·"I never heard of a moralist or
ment gradually became more and more unneces- a law-giver who was affianced to an innkeeper's
sary, except as a legal form. By some of his com- daughter. Do you, Herr Hals, presume to. give
panions Hals was congratulated; by others~e was yourself the airs of a Cato or a Solon?"
·r emonstrated with; and by yet others. he was. enCarl did not strike him, as he might .,very reavied; but in fair weather and foul Carl remained son·ably have. done. He simply seized the_boor by
true to Gretchen.
the collar, spun him quickly round, and adminisNor was she less faithful to him. Franz von te;red a kick which se~t him sprawling through the
.Kugel, a great land-owner's son, used to smile at doorway. "Go·home,' he said, as Franz ru.efully
'. her and endeavor to wi.n per ·affections; Fritz picked himself up. ' "If you were ri'ot drunk perRudesheim, the butcher's son, used to offer· her ha~s you would not make such a fool of yourself!"
.Knd V.:on Kugel went home, breathing vengecostly presents; and a · score of others tried in_
various ways to obtain her heart, or at least to ance against his assailant. He dared not chalseduce it from Carl, but to no purpose; and Ha_ls .lenge him; but he was determined to make him
'' · rewarded her steadfastness by loving her the bet- sooner qr later suffer, and suffer bitterly for what
,
t er.
he had done.
Gr~tchen, poor .girl, was a good deal frightBut Herr von Kugel was not a young · gentleman of particularly amiable character. Perhaps ened, and all her lover's assurance and tenderness
his researches in anatomy had brutalized him, or were needed to quiet her anxiety lest the sfruggle
perhaps he was naturally bad anli unfeeling. Cer- might be renewed, or- lest Carl might be wayljlid
tain it is, however, that when he · discoveted th'clt _ and ill-treated on his walk home. But aft~ · a
· Gretchen looked scornfully at him, despised his time Hals succeeded in calming her, and wijp a
•·
wealth, and was not afraid to tell him from time kiss bade her good-night.
Franz von Kugel discreetly avoided Carl's ~oto time a few home-truths about himself and· his
manners, his. passion change<l into something very ciety from that day forth. He did not desire to
like hatred. He was too much of a coward to say receive another kick, and he was so completely
anything to ·Carl; but he· took every opportunity conscious of his rudeness lUld cowardice t~t he
'of annoying Fraulein Reinhost, who was even did not again enter Reinhost's cellar, whw-;e he ~
--;..more timid and sensitive than most of her 11ex, and would probably nave met with the snee~ of
• not so likely as Cad to retaliate. Still, I think Rudesheim, even i,f he escaped ,the boot of
In the meantime Gretchen's anxiety abated, And
· that Von Kugel's feelings of envy and spite might
• in time have died out had not an. incident oc- the kind-hearted little ·mafden' began to experi• , ,
curred which caused the unfavored suitor to re- ence .a sort ?f lurking p_ity for Fr~
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He had been •drunk, but in those days everyone soml: mistake had occurred and t h us .,1_ " a d gone
got drunk, and that was nothing; and Von Kugel str~ug~t to . the . ice,
went merrily down the hill,
had, she thought, been almost sufficienJly pun- swmgmg his stick and
humming a song until he
ished for his roughnes·s and incivility.
found himself among crowd which sto~ watchDecember came, and with it frosty nights and . ing Rudesheim cuttinga 'figures
for the edification
bright moonlight.
.
of all who chose to admire him.
_
• Of course,. there was sk~ting, and of course · Gtetchen was · not on -the river-side,
coul'<I ·
. Gretch~n managed to escape now and then· from · earl, "Who put on his skates and ·lookednor
for her
•her duties in order to enjoy an evening E>n the ·upon the ice, hear any ne:ws of her; and after
jce with Carl. The two, i_t was . now whispered, · an hour's search, Hals, painfully conscious half
tha t
, were to be married in the spring, whtin young something
had nappened to her; i-eturned to the
,-Hals would take his degree, and Reinhost gladly ·town, where
he. made further inquiries on all
,spaTed his' daughter when he could, and drew tile ·sides, but without
result .
. beer himself. In his eyes the marriage would be
a ·fine thing for both families; and !llthough he . The ska ters came back from the river, and as
, looked forward with some regret to the prospect . HaJs, from the door of Reinhost's inn, watched
_of losing his daughter,. and with hfr a dowry . them, still hoping that Gretchen might be among
which he had determined should be a-s large as he t~em, he was star tled by hearing that a i atal ac·lcould afford, he was heartily glad that she was cident had taken . place upon the river.
about to settle down as the wife of such an exWas his sweetheart the victim, for someone
. cellent young fellow as Hals. . ·
·had been drowned?
.
; I cannot tell how it was that Von Kugel one But no! It was with a sigh of relief that he
. evening•became aware that Gretchen was at a learned that not she, but Von Kugel whe had venc ertain hour to meet her lover and accompany him ' tured upon an unsafe part of the 1:iver had been
'to t he river. He may have intercepted a note, for .lost.
•
. '
. he was quite equal to_ such a piece <if knavery;
All through the rest of the long winter's night
but at all even~s he did ,know by some means or he wandered with Reinhost and a few sympa;,o ther _that the mnkeepe~ s d~ught1:r had engaged thetic friends about the town and its neighbor. to :,va1t_ for _Carl at. 8 o clock outside the door of hood, seeking and seeking in vain for his b _
'the University Medical School.
.
trothed.
e
. A little before that hour Franz took up his posiAt !as~ morning broke, and ere the early mists
'tion beneath the dark shadow thrown by the portico of the building. · Far away he could hear the · had d1ss1pated, the good people of Stawitz began
townspeople speed over the frozen surface of the to hurry to their work.
Carl, sick at heart _and _pale of face, was a_gain
· river below him in the valley; but at that moment
the river had no attraction for Von Kugel, who at the door of the mn m earnest conversation
· stood· shivering and waiting, and hoping that with Reinhost, when a crowd of students who had
collected around the door of the Medical School
'Gretchen would arrive before her lover.
·
. Soon he heard a light footstep on the crisp burst into exclamations of excitement, and began
•r oadway, and then in the moonlight he saw to surge into the building.
· ·Fraulein Reinhost, muffled in furs, coming quickly
Hals, ever ready to associate even the slight ·
· towar d him.
est ' occurrence .with Gretchen's mysterious disap.: He stepped forth from his hiding-place, and pearance, hurriedly crossed the road. In a few
· c..,vjth a bow confronted her.
moments, guided by the pressi,-re behind him, he
"Fraulein," he said, "I have not had the honor entered the school, forced his way through . the
· of .meeting you since the llight of that unfortu- thronging students in the hall; and reached the
·
,
·,
nate affair at your father'§. I have Jong desired dissectilrg-room.
to speak to -you and to apoiogize for my• rudeThere, on a row of oaken tables, lay the stark
. ness."
. .corpses of those whose bodies had been cvt and
.•
There was that in his voice which his listener mangled for the grim p1,1rposes of science.
· mistook for a tone of genuine contrition; b~ . Carl had been in that _honible chamber many
Gretchen, who was somewhat surprised by his times before; but why did the cold perspiration
sudden appearance, did not immediately answer, _now stand upon his brow? Why did he tremble
a nd in a moment Von Kugel knelt before her and and gro,'<'. pale? Why did he throw up his hands
and with a cry, fall fainting upon the awe-struck
looked up pleadingly into her face.
a As he did so another step resounded along the · students behind him?
<Btreet. ,
Close to one of the tables on wlrich was
ai "Hush!" continued Franz, rising and betraying . stretched t~e most mangled corpse of all, crquched
v:well-simulated alarm. "Someone is coming. Step a form which he could not but recognize. On its
in here for one iRstant, or your reputation will be face, which was that of Gretchen, but fearfully
ompromised." ·
distorted and cc;mvulsed, was a look of terror
.
• ot JlLe pointed to the open door of the medical which told its own tale; and the white eye-balls
-sttbool," and poor Gretchen, scarcely knowing what stared fixedly at the horrible thing beside them.
Von Krugel, for revenge, had shut the girl up
.to9do, rushed in, and was followed by Von ·Kugel.
· rfl1,om the hall the two saw Carl approach through in that dreadful chamber, and. it made her a raving maniac.
• ;the ··brilliant moonlight;
: .bsiCarl waited on the corner until after eight
And she never recovered her reason. For some ·
o'clock.
years she lingered on, and while. she lived Carl
• i,.. At the expiration of that time he crossed ovel"
was ever at her side. When she died he bought a
· to Reinhost's cellar, learned that Gretchen had . practice in Berlin; and only quitted it once a year
_left the-house with her skates, and, supposing that to visit the grave of his first and only love.
0
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GOOD READING
OLD CLUBFOOT DEVOURS SEVENTEENTH
VICTIM
, "Old Clubfoot," an enormous man-eating tiger
which has been terrifying the natives in Mysore
State, India., for several months, has killed his
seventeenth human victim. The animal derives
his nickname from a deformed paw. ·
·
Most of the victim.;; have been women and children who have strayed from the villages. In certain districts cultivators have. refused to work in
the .fields, and travel only in gangs for mutual
protection.

•

b_e the establishment of a weather observing stati?n on the vast plateau of ice some 150· miles in:
land a1;1d 7,000 feet abov.e sea level. Never before
has this been accomplished. At this station Pro•
fessor Hobbs hopes to maintain a staff of observers for a year to give meteorologists of the
world_ the _first accw-3:~e information concerning
weather disturbances m the part of the world
where severe st?rms are believed to gather.
· The observations, sent by radio to civilization
ar~ expected to aid greatly in making accurat~
daily weather forecasts in the United States and
Canada.

LIGHT IS AIR GAUGE
SPANISH TRANS-ATLANTIC FLYERS ~
No longer is it ~ecessary for the motorist, getWON'T -GO FARTHER
ting "free · air" at the ,gas station, to disconnect
Tentatiye plans for extension of the flight of
the air hose from the tire valve frequently to test
the Spamsh trans-Atlantic aviators headed b:V
the pressure in the tire.
Commander Ramon Franco, have 'been aban~
An automatic air meter is the latest device for doned.
•
the gas station, says Popular Science Monthly.
When the fliers arriv~d here, ending their long
"'The motorist sets the dial at the exact pressure
voyage fro~ Palos, Spam, it was understood they
he desires in. the tires.
When the dial is set, a light, to which the oper- might contmue across to the west 'coast and
ator is pointing, comes on. All that is necessary thence northward, eventually rE;aching New York.
now is to attach the hose to the tire. When the Now, however, they have received the following
•,
tire is filled to the pressure indicated, the light . m~~sage from the ·Spanish government:
~h~ government is persuaded of the perfect
go.es off.
condition of the plane for continuing the flight
bu~ is likewi.;;e convinced of the danger to . th~
THREE DANCE 34 HOURS
aviators, although the details of the route have
A marathon Charleston contest which started been_ clbseJy studied by · Commander Franco. In
in Newark, N. J., was brou·ght tt> an · end after consideration of the special · circumstancel;l crerunning thirty-four and one-half hpurs. Only a~ed by the world-wide reaction to the wonderful
three of the fifty contestants-who started finished. flight already made, the government has decided
_
The contest ended a short time before, a de- to terminate it at the Atgentine capital.
"Commander Franco is authorized to visit
tective came to stop it. Chief of Police Long acted
after he learned that several · of the contestants Monteideo on the N'e Plus Ultra. Returning to
had collapsed and were taken to the City Hos- Bueno,; Avr"s the aviator will embark and re·turn to Spain."
pital for treatrpent.
"If these youngsters haven't sense enough to
protect themselves we'll have to protect them," SA VE 150 . AUSTRALIANS HEMMED IN- BY
FIRE
said the Chief, who declaretl he would issue a
One hundred ·a!1_d fifty ~en, women and children
warning again,st holding· similar contests.
The tt>ree who we1'e still dancing or barely mov- who took refuge m the post-office building at ~ing
ing on the floor when the contest was called off Lak~ while the remainder of the town was swept
were Louis Darcy, of 21 Cutler Street; James by_ a _g reat bush fire have been rescued, . after
Owo:!ns, a negro, of 169. Livingston Street, both of bemg surroun-ded by the flames for six hours.
Newark, and Louis Dower, of 62 Oak Avenue, . T~e story of the rescue is among the most thri,E·Irvington. Several girls entered the contest but mg m the annals of Australia. A rescue party
from Queestown made a wild dash in automobiles
the last dropped· out at the thirtieth hour . .
over_ burning bridges and along fire-swept road's
partially blocked by: fallen trees. Through this
TRACKING STORMS
mferno they reached the imprisoned compan,y
"The birthplace of stor~s"-that vast frozen and brought them all out to safety.
ni
sheet covering Greenland's icy mountain -is the
There was no more heroic figure in the episode
ultimate goal of an expedition of adventurers that than the postmistress of King Lake, who stuolt te
is being organized this winter under the leader- her post, telephoning to the outside world and:)gi)v.ship of Prof. W. H. Hobbs of the University of ing directions for the fire fighters and rescueos
Michigan, an authority on glaciers and geology.
Finally the wires were burned away, after w,hich
The party expects to start for Greenland next she turned her energies to the task of ch~erid-g
July, .accordi:p.g to Popular Science Monthly, - up and sustaining the courage of those who:Jiad
equipped with airplanes _for preliminary explora- taken refuge in the building.
,l:)'o ·
tion, with radio apparatus to maintain cqmmuniMany houses at Healesville have been burned
cation with the outsi.de world and with scientific and the greatest anxiety prevails ~egarding the
apparatus to record pranks of the weather and to safety of the people there. Latest disnatches
observe the movements of the great Greenland however, say that the brush fires in the Queens~
glaciers.
town district have been checl<:ed, at least temOne of the chief objects of the expedition will porarily, by a change in the wind.
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LITTL E ADS

Write to Riker & King, Adve'l'tising Of/ices, 58b Br.oadway, New York City, or 29
East Madison Street, Chicago, for particulars about advertising in this magazine.

•

A G E NTS WANTED
' CJIA,RMING LADY w,o rth $50 000 lonely,
,_ \WIii marry . . Elnore, B-1022, Wichlt9:, Kan.
AGENTS-New wonderful seller. $1.l0 profit
every $1.50 sale; monogramlng automo-. ' , YOJ)R - FJ!TlJRE FORETOLD - Send dime
biles; Wilbar made $29.50 first day. Free
and birth-date tor reliable trial reading.
8amples. WORCESTER MONOGRAM CO.,
Marcel Adel, ,P. 0. Box 151)5, Station C, Los
Worcester, Mass., 124.
Angeles, •Calif., Dept. c:·
AGENTS-Yo ur opportunity !ins come. Sell GIRLIE, PRETTY-Very wealthy, but so
Ve8t Pocket Calculating Machines. Make
.· lonesome. League, Box 39, Oxtord, Fla.
$10 dally, Everyhody n prosp!'ct. No competition. Write NOW. Wineholt Co.,, Box 7, ·
Woodbine, Pa.
LONELY HE,;,BTS-1 have a .«weetheart tor
, you. 'ExchJtnge letters; make new friends.
Efficient, confidential and dign!fted service.
AGENTS-90c nn•hour to advertise and di~M~bel"8 everywhere. Eva Moore, Box 908,
tribute snmples to consumer. ,vrlte quick ·Jacksonville, ' Florida.
tor territory nnd particulars. American
J>roducts ,Co .. 5921 American Bldg., CincinPRETTY GIRLIE, wealthy but oh 110 lonenati. Ohio.
·
•
&ome. League, Box 39, Oxto!d, Fla.

' liver.
A~~~::i~•
B!!t ~~~~!1!'n. ~~!~: ~e ~!:
Samples turnished. S, Q. S., Lexington.
0

CHARMING YOUNG WIDOW worth $38,000

wishes early · marriage.
Wichita, Kansas.

Kentucky.
AOENTS:

HELP WANTED
Q UALIFY !or $150-$300 railroad fobs.

Firemen, Brakemen, Bagg1tgemen, R1eeplng Car
fir Train Porter. 288 Railway Bureau, East
St. Louis. Ill.
·.
• •
,

Sweethearts everywhere. Mnny
wealthy pretty girls. Ladles. gents write.
(Stamp) Doris Dawn. ·East Cleveland, Ohio.

CHAR!\DNG YOUNG WJDOW_:_Worth $38,000 will marry. Write E,·a, B-1022, Wichita, Kansas.
'

,

PRETTY GIRLIE, wealtbyk but Oh 80 lone-

. s_omc.

PERS ONAL
Make new friends .
PriYnle introductions. Satisfaction guaranteed. Partlcnlars tree. Good Fellowship
Club, Reading, Penna.

League, Box 39, urlord, Fla.

M A. R , RY - 1'~RIAGJ: DIRECTORY with
. photos end des'criptlons free. Pay when
mairied. The Exchange, Dept. 545, Kansas
City, Mo.
-

ing specinl advertising work amon the
families or your city. No experience neces11ary.
Write today for full partlcnlnra.
h,merlcnn PrQducts Co .. 5920 American .Bldg.,
Cineinnflti. Ohio.

EXUHANG1', LETTERS.

Big issue
with descrir,tions. photos, names and ad drrs@Ps, 25 cPntR. No ntber fre. Sent sealed.
Box 2265, R. Boston . .ll{nss.
dir~ctory nnd
descriptions of wenlt.hy members , Pay
when married. New Plan Co., Dept 36,
Kansas City, Mo.

'36 T O $56 WEEKL°i In yobr 11j)are tlm . do-

DETECTIVES NEEDED EVERYWHERE.
Work hom P or trm·el. experience un~es'•
l!lary. Write George. R. Wagner, former Govt.
·Detective, 1068 Bro.adwny, N. Y.

MARRIAGE PAPER-20th year.

MARRY-Free· photographs,

'1,800.00 MADE BY ALLEN nlso Maier in SO

days selling START RITE SWITCH for
F9rds. To start car just retard spark.
Sts.rts easier, saves bendlx also ..litar~r trouble. Secure demonstrator. Write today for
plan. Dept. 1217, NatlQ,nal Sales Co., Inc.,
Coin; Iowa,
·

B-1022,

MARRY -

,WRITE FOR FREE SAMPLES.

Sell Madison "Belter-Made shirts for l&rf!:e
Manufacturer,, ,dlrret to wearer. No caplt11.I,
or experience required. llfnny enrn $100 Wet'.k•
ly and bonus. Madison M!grs., 564 Broadway,
New York.
.

,,,..

Club,

MARRY-Write for big new directory with
photos and descriptions . Free. NRtlonal
Agency. Dept. A. 4606. Station E., KRm,as
City, Mo.
GET A SWEETHEART- Exchange letters.
_ Write me enclosing stamp. Violet Ray.
Dennison, Ohio.

HA.RRY'-Lonely Hearts, join · our club, we
have a companion for you, many worth
rom $5,000 to $50,000.
photos.
{tjltr()ductlons free. Send Desc-riptlons
no money, Standard
'Cor. Club, Grnvslnke, Ill.
,

MARRY- llnsiness girl, 27, worth· $73,000 ;
widow. 48. $36,000; girl; 19, $40,000, DP-

MISCEL'LANE O US

TOBACC O OR SNUFF HABIT CURED OR
no pay. $150 It cured. Remedy sent on

scriotions a11,1 photos free. Mrs. ,varn, 8634
S. l!'jgueroa Street, Los Angeles, Cali!.

trial. Superba Co., N4, Baltimore, Maryland.

/

'

~OLD MONEY WANTED.
Do ,_:on know that Coln
·pay up_ to
$100,00 for certain U. S.Collectors
Cents? And htgh
premiums for nil rare coins? We buy all
kinds, Send 4c tor Large Coin l?older. May
mean much profit to you.

a·

STHMA:::9rr:l\f'=.

V:Jm!!'-·l!-:(f.i•

.

NUMISMATIC CO., Dept, 4S6 Ft. Worth, Tex.

•

- •· • · ~ N!J.
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THE DEAD
SEA
The Dead Sea,
a lake in Palestine , which lies
about 1,290 feet
below the level of
th e
Meditenan e an
Sea.
is
given ite name
.because it is so
salty that no fish
can live · in it;
only the lowest
forms of animal
life survive there.
The
principal
reason
for
its
saltiness is that
w a t e r carrying
•mineral salts i s
continually running into it. The
in t e n s e
heat
evaporates i; h e
water, leaving
the lake always
at about the
~.same" 1evel, and
· the s alts . remain
behind. The lake
lies so low that it
ha s
no · outlet.
Occupyi-ng
the
lowes t -part· of
the l!,'l'eat chasm
through • w h i c h
the J ordori - flows ,
the Dead Sea is
about five times
as salty as the
wai;e r of the
ocean. If we try
to swim in it we
cal).Ilot
possibly
sink, but bob up
and down like a
cork.
This extreme saltiness is
,due to r a p i d
evaporation.
Each of
t h • numerous
streams that fl.ow
into it brings a
small amount of
salt.
The Dead
Sea deserves its
n~me, for fish put
into its water die
immediately. Such scanty
vegetation as i s
found i s covered
with a white salt
crust that makes
it look as thou,gh
it had been· "smitten with leprosy." Yet, seen
from ' a distance
the water is
blue and clear.

•
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·Auto mob ile Expe rts in Dem- and
.

Study with the aame achool that helped to train
many leading men in the automobile induatry

HE best proof of the value of the homestudy courses of the Internationa l. Correspondence Schools is the suecess of I. C. S.
students. This success . is especially apparent
in the automobile industry.
Jesse G .' Viricent, Vice-President !)f the
Pack:ard Motor Car Co., is a former I. C. S.
student. So is Walter P. Chrysler, President
of the · Chrysler . Motor Corporation; E. V.·
("Eddie") Rick:enback:er, Vice-President of
the Rickenback:er Motor Car Co.; J. V. Whit• ·
beck:, President of the Cleveland Automobile
Co;; Hiram Walk:er, . Chief Engineer of the
Chandler Motor Car Co., and John Moore,
«iesigner of the famous Ansted Motor.
Here is what Jesse .G .. Vincent, Vice-P-resident of the Packard· Motor Car Co., says
about the I. C. S.-

T

"I take great pleasure in recommending your
correspondenc e courses to any young man who baa
not had the advantage of a college education, but
· who is ambitious and l nidous to get the necessary
education to enable him · to make the most of his
opportunities.
"I took up your course at a time when I was 'work•
ing at the bench as a tool-maker, and am glad to
1tate that this course enabled me to obtain the edu•
cation that Was absOlutely necessary in order that
I might be in position to take advantage of opportunities of advancement as they · presented themselves. My · natural mech,mical instincts, coupled·
with hard. work and your course, have hr-ought
·results of which I am very proud."

Truly, there is no better way for any man

to &et ahead than to study in spare time with

the lnt~rnatio~al Correspondence S~hools. In
just an hour a day you can prepare, yourself to
get a better pos ·tion and a larger salary.
At least find out how by marking and mailing the coupon printed .below. It doesn't cost · ·
you a penny or obligate you in any way to ask:
for' full particulars, but that one . simple little
act may mak:e a great difference in your life.
Write lor Free B-lrl•t
INTERNATIONAL COIIRHP'ONDl:NCi SCHOOUI
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WILD WtST WEEKLY

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

L&TEST l8SUJCII
1175 Young Wild W est Calling the Two-Gun man

1176
1177

No. 1. NAPOLEAN'S ORACULUM AND DREAM
BOOK.-Contoinin g the great oracle of human destiny,
also the true meaning of almost any kind of dreams
~~f~;~er with charm s, _ceremonies nnd curious, games of
No. 2. HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of
magic nnd card tricks. containing full Instructions on
all lending card tricks of the day, also the most popular ·
magical illusions us • performed by our IE'adlug maIs book.
gicians; every boy should obtain a copy of
No. S. HOW TO FLIRT.-The, arts and wiles of
flirtation are fully explained by this little book. Besides the ,•arlous methods of handkerchief, fan; glove,
parasol, window aud hat flirtation, It contains a -fuH list
of the language and sentlmE'nt of flowers.
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A ijCIENTIST.-A useful
irnd iustructh-e book, giving a complete treatise on
chE"mlstry; nlso experiments In acoustics, mechanics,
mathematics, chPmistry, nnd directions !or maki.n g fireworks, colored fires, nnd gas balloons.
No. 9, HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQ'GIS T.-By
Harry Kennt'd~·- Every intelligent boy rrndlng this
book of instructions can master the art, and create any
amount of fnn for himself nnd frlencls.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The nrt of self-defense mnde
PIISY, Containing o,·er thirty lllustr11tlons of guards,
blows, ancl the diffPrent positions of a good boxer.
En•ry hoy shoul (l obtain one of these us!'ful and Instructive books, as It will tench you how to box with•
out un Instructor.
No. 11. uo,-r TO " 'RITE LOVE-LETTERS .-A mo•t
· for writdlrectlonR
full
complete little book, containing
lng Jove-letters, and when to use them , gh-ing specimen
letters for )'OUng nncl old.
No. 18.

HOW TO DO IT;

OR, BOOK

OF Y.'l'l-

QUETTE.-lt IR Jl grPnt life SPCrPt, nnd Oil!' that every
, ·otm~ man deslrPs to know all shout. There's happi '
.
i1e.•s in it.
No. 15. HOW TO BECO:UE RTCH.-ThlR wonclerful
book J>resPnts ,•ou with the• example and life experience
of some or the most n oted nnd wealthy men In the
world . For thoRP who nsi>lre to fame nnd fortune, this
book will glYP you thP secret.
No. 10. HOW TO KF.EP A WINDOW GARDEN.Containing full instructions for constructing a window
garden either in town or country, and the most appro,·ed methods for raising beautiful flowers · nt home.
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Contalnl ng full Instruction in the art or dressing nnd appearing well at home
1111cl abroad, giving the selections of colors , material ,
and how to hnve them made up.
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a ~k~~e Doomed Mine; or, Arletta's Life •t
Raclnir For a Ranch; or, Spitftre On His M~ttlP,
Marked By Mexicans: or, Arietta ancl the Senor.
o:ict~e "Sliver Kid," or, The Danrly ot the
and the Yellow Bull; or, Arletta'a Daring. F.R•
cope.
Surrounded By Death: or, The Seven Sticks or
•
Dyn1tmlte.
Staking a Claim: or, Arletta On Gunr<i.
Greaser Chase: or, The Outlaws of the Borrler.
Lariat; or, Arletta and the Wild

8

s;i~ifis~g a

Boii'tr.fin°e. Camp; or, The Shot that Opened a
and the "Busted" Mining Camp; or Arletta
as an Auctioneer.
Oustln!I' tile Outlaws; or, The Clean Up At
.
Fancy Flat.
and the TreaRure of the Lake; or, Hop Wah'•
. Magic Trick.
BoRslng A Cottle Ranch; or, Arletta Cornered
·
By Rustlers.
Trapping the Redskins; or, The Last Raid of
Crazy Horse.
a~i:1ot_the Cave Gane: or, Arietta•a Deeperate

A wonderful book, containing useful and practical information In the treatment of ordinary diseases and
ailment s common tQ every family. Abounding in useful
and efl'ective r ecipes for general complaints.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Inclnd1ng hints on how to catch moles, weaSl!ls._ otter, rate,
sQulrrels and birds. Also !tow to cure skins. Copiously
illustrated.
J!'or eale b7 all newsdeaiers, or will be • ent to an7
address on receipt of price, 10c, per cop:,-,
hi mone:r or stampa, b7

Loet In the Rockies: or, The Luck a Grizzly
Rrought.
Elected a Chief; or, Arletta and the Papoose.
and "Stinger .T.!lck": or, The Bluff That
Wouldn't Work.
1205 " nG:m~~e Tricky Trapper; or, Arletta After BIA
1206 " Glvin~ It Straight; or, The Worst Camp of All.
1207 " Gunmng · for Gunmen; or, Arletta and th4>
Greaser Ruffians.
L208 " Surrounded by -Gold: or, A Treasure Worth a
million.
1209 " Bafl'llng Death: or, Arietta and the Chasm.
1210 " and the Reckless Regulars; or, Saving a Company of Cavalry.
1211 " "Busting" a Show; or, Arietta and the Actress.
1215 " Lo~'lting a Lode_; or, The Orphnna of Bowl"
Bar.
1212 " and the Broncho Boss; or, Catching 1l Craft:,
Cattleman . .
1213 " At Six Spot Flat; 6r, The J'oke That Ma.de a
Fortune.
1214 " Trapped by Greasers; or, Arletta and thll
~
Secttt Passage.
1216 " Government Contract; or, Anetta and the Pon:,
Express.
1217 " Big Ronnd-Up; or. The Champion Roper of the
B. B. Ranch.
1218 " Twelve Shots: or, Arietta and the Raiders .
1219 " and the Golden Image; or, Lured to the Valle7
of Death.
1220 " Balldnc a Raid; or, Arietta•• Leap fQl' Llbert7.
1221 " Hunting in the Sierras; or, Arletta and th•
Cinnamon Bear.
1222 " Saving the Block-house; or, Arletta and tM
.A.lllee Anttack.
1223 " and the Redskin Traitor: or, The Siege in ti.
Sand Hills.
J'or • ale b:r all new11deater11, or wtn be - t to an:, acdreu on receipt of price, 8c. per oopJ, la moneJ
or postas• 1tampa bJ

,HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
New York Ci!1
166 West 23d Street

HARRY E~WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
New: York Citr
166 West 23d Street

No. IR.

HOW TO BECOME BEAUTJFUL.-On e of

the brightest and most valuable little bcfoks ever given
t o the world . Everybody "wishes to know how to beco me bea utiful. both mole and female.

No. 2!) . .,HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-;-Eve ry

boy s hou!O know how inventions originated. Tl)tS book
expla i11s · them all, glYin_g examples _In electrlc1ty, ltydraulics ma gnetism , optics, pneumnt, cs, mechanics, etc.
No. so'. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most_iustructlve
hooks on cooking e,•er publi sh ed. It contams recipes
for cooking meats. fish. gnm e, and oysters; also pies,
1rnddlngs, cnkes ancl all kinds of pastry, and a grand
collection of r ecipes.
No. 87. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for eyerybody, boysk girls , men nnd women; It
w!ll tench you how to ma e almost anything around
the house, iiucli as parlor ornaments, make almost a)1ything nround the house, su-ch as parlor ornaments,
brackets. ceme!l.ts, Aeolian harps, . and blrcl lime !or
catching birds.

. No. AA. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-

~-

1;178
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or,
'
Sa,ing a Sherifl''s Lite.
" aF d tt~~ ~~~c.:!!_nchero; or, Helping a Tender00
" and "Ginger J'ake"; or The Bose of Gimlet
Gulch.
" and the Choctaw Chief; or, Arletta Defying
the Redskins.
" Defying an Ambush; or, Arletta Leading the
Cavalry.
" _ Saved By a Signal; or, Arletta and the VanishIng Light.
" Double Suhfl'le; or, The Celet>ratlon at Buck horn Ranch.
" Captur~g a Chhif; or, Arletta Ae a Cavalr:,
,
Scout.
" and the Lone Cabin: or, The Raiders of the
Gorge.
" Trnpped"ln a Canyon; or, Arletta's Swing For
Life.
AT::1~~!iePow-W ol"; or,, Doomed To Die
"

